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BUT WILL IT BLOSSOM?

CONTRACT OF WATER

SUPPLY

EVENING, JULY L0. 1905.

PRESIDENT AND KING

COMPANY

Requires no Payment to the Company
drants Unless Ordered by

for

POPULAR IN CANADA

Hy-

Fourth of July and Dominion Day are Often
ebrated Together-Plen- ty
of Liberty
in Northern Country.

SmkW-m?- t

its fur

the City.
The Morning Journal. In Its desper- pany. A quotation from the contract
Illustrate
ate effort to atay the rising tide of of 1894 will moreourclearly
position:
of
public sentiment In favor of the es- the correctness
"To pay to said company hydrant
tablishment by the city of a system
rental during the- period of twenty-fivyears from and after Vie date
of water works In case the water company demands an unieasonable price
of the approval of said franchise by
the people, as follows:
for its antiquated plant, picks out a
eingle sentence from the contract be"For the first 10(1 hydrants, $50
each per annum. The city to pay
tween the city and the water company
such rental from said date for 100
and draws therefrom the conclusion
of which are
that If the city should take such a hydrants, eighty-fou- r
--

-

course, It would be compelled, not
only to pay hydrant rental to the
company for the hydrants now In use,
but also $35 per annum for any hydrant which the city might establish,
and to which it might furnish water
from the city water works. But contracts are not to be construed in
this way. They must be taken as a
whole, and isolated sentences cannot
safely be considered and passed upon
without reference to the context, the
general subject matter and surroundA brief quotation
ing circumstances.
from the supreme court of the United States will show what the true
doctrine is:
"Courts, in the construction of
contracts, look to the language employed, the subject matter and the
They
surrounding
circumstances.
are never shut out from the same
light which the parties enjoyed
when the contract was executed,
and in that view they are entitled
to place themselves In the same
situation as the parties who made
the contract, so as to view the circumstances as they viewed them,
and so to judge of the meaning of
the words and of the correct application of the language to the things
described."
In accordance with this rule, let us
consider the subject matter of the contract which was made in 1894 between the city and the water company, and the surrounding circumstances, and attempt to place our-- '
selves "In the same situation as the
parties who made the contract, so as
to view the circumstances as they
viewed them, and so to Judge of the
meaning of the words and. of the cor
rect application of the language to the
things described."
The subject matter of the contract;
was the furnishing of water to the
city and to its inhabitants by the
water company upon terms and under
regulations which were provided for,
and for a compensation which was
fixed. It is absurd to say, as the Journal contends, that It was ever within
the contemplation of the parties to
the contract that the city or Its in
habitants should pay anything to the
water company for water which it did
not furnish, or rentals forf hydrants
which it did not supply. The contract
did not attempt to give the water company any exclusive privilege, and if
it had so attempted, it would, to that
extent, have been ineffectual. If another company had come in, and with
the consent of the city council, occupied a part of the city, selling water
and renting hydrants to the city, it
could not be contended that the city
should pay twice over for that water
or those hydrants, once to the old
company and again to the new com

CANADIAN AND

e

now In place, and fiU not be disturbed,
or the location thereof
changed, and at least four of the
remaining sixteen to be placed on
mains already laid, and the other
twelve, at the option of the city
council, to be placed either on mains
now laid or on extensions to be
hereafter ordered; provided, that
the city may order extensions of the
mains until 100 hydrants are In
place, without reference to the
amount of Income from such extensions, the city to take hydrants
at the rate of ten per mile on such
extensions; and the connections
made necessary by a conformance to
the requirements of said franchise
as to the length of four and five-inc-h
mains without feeders, shall be
counted as extensions entitling the
said company to have hydrants
taken at the rate of ten hydrants
per mile, said connections not to ex
hundred and sixty
ceed twenty-on- e
feet.
"All additional hydrants which
the city may need after the first 100,
shall he rented from said company,
and paid for at the rate of $35 each
per annum."
The last sentnece of this quotation
Is the one upon which the Morning
Journal bases Its assertion that it the
city erected hydrants of Its own. It
would still be compelled to pay to the
water company $35 per year for each
of them; but when all of the provisions in the contract as to hydrant
rental are taken together. It Is perfectly clear that in 1894 the city and
the water company were considering
hydrants-tbe furnished hy the water
company, and payment therefor, and
not any other hydrants .furnished hy
any other company of by the city
itself. It never entered Jhe' mlnd of
any one that the city, for the twenty
five years of the franchise, was put
ting Itself into a state of absolute
bondage to the water company. That
this contract does not mean what the
Journal says It does, will be perfectly
onvious u we consider for a moment
what would have been the result If.
In 1894. It had been distinctly proposed that payment must be made to
the company for all hydrants, even
If furnished by some other company,
or by the city Itself. Such a proposition would have been instantly rejected, and It Is now too late, In the
light of all the "surrounding circumstances" which attended the making
or me contract in 1894. to attempt to
give any such preposterous meaning
to a single sentence, which, taken In
connection with what precedes it. can
be held to apply to nothing except the
hydrants which the water company
might be called upon to furnish under
tne terms of Its agreement.
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HEAT WAVES SEEMS

DEATH-DEALIN- G

AT LAST TO HAVE BEEN BROKEN
New York, July 20. The wave of
Intense heat which had this city in
its grasp for more than a week, causing nearly 00 deaths, several' times
as many serious prostrations, and
suffering to millions, has been thoroughly broken. Two deaths from heat
and several prostrations were reported early today, but la nearly evoy
case they were thought to hare been
due to exhaustion.
GOD-GIVE-

ONE HUNDRED THOUSAND
SLEPT OUT LAST NIGHT.

New York, July 20. The heat wave
was broken late yesterday by a heavy

thunder storm. According to the police, at least 100.000 persons slept out
of doors last nlghL. .enjoying a 9004
rest in the cooled aOLAphere. Every public park was r filled to overflowing, while the recreation piers
along Bast and North river were also
crowded throughout the night.

RAINS SAVE

FEELS THE
HEAT WAVE LIFTED.
Chicago, July 20. The hot wave
was broken yesterday afternoon in
Chicago ... and vicinity.
There were
,.
.
1L
n I
uuiy
iuineen prostrations, and the
day generally was endurable except
to persons engaged In hard labor and
in unprotected
places out of doors.
Although the day was cooler than
either Monday or Tuesday, the death
list, both of adults and babies, was
longer. Though there were only thirteen prostrations, there were fifteen
deaths of adults and nineteen of Infants.

Chicago, July 20. The warm wave
has passed off the Atlantic coast and
a moderate temperature now prevails
in all districts. Local rains have prevailed in the Ohio valley, Tennessee,
Arkansas and Missouri. Local rains
are Indicated for the lower Ohio and
the middle and upper Mississippi valleys, and the southern part of the
western lake region. Moderate temperatures will prevail in the lower
Ohio, middle and upper Mississippi
valleys and from the lake
the lower Missouri valley during the

pointed commander of the seventh
FOREIGN AFFAIRS OF
army corps, is officially denied.
MORE OR LESS INTEREST
Japs Begin to Get Busy.
ANOTHER INSTANCE OF
Moscow, July 20. The Zemstvo conRussian Headquarters at Front( lo- gress reassembled today without inter
cation not given) July 20. The Jar
LAW'S UNJUSTIFIED DELAY ference on the part of the authorities, anese
advance from Korea Is taking
and commenced dLscusnine tho
on a more energetic character and is
posed
constitution.
Philadelphia,
Pa., July 20. This
being pushed towards Mousan,
was the date originally fixed for the
and Hasagaw. The Japanese seem
Not
Stoessel
Appointed.
hanging of Joseph Gibson, who murto have received heavy relnforce-St. Petersbursr. Julv 20. Th mnnrt ments from Field Marshal Oyama'a
dered John Thomas, the old watchman
of the Houston club, of the Univer- that Lieut. General Rtnnuu1
main army in tne iront or Oen.
sity of Pennsylvania,
but Governor manded at Port Arthur, had been ap
Pennypacker has granted a stay in
order to allow the board of pardons
to consider an application for a commutation of the sentence to life imNan-ga- n

Between Montreal and Tarn-picSubsidized By Both
Governments.

o.

j

Line-vitc-

STEAMtR prisonment.
Thomas' murder was one of the
bloodiest and most brutal that was
Montreal, Quebec, July 20. The ever been committed in Philadelphia.
The watchman
Gibson in the
Canadian-Mexicanew
steamship act of robbing detected
the building at night,
service was inaugurated today, when whereupon Gibson set upon him
with
the steamship Cooniassie, subsidized a hatchet and beat the old man almost
by the Canadian and Mexican govern- beyond recognition. Gibson Is a West
ments, sailed from the port for Mex- India negro, and it Is asserted by his
counsel that he Is not mentally reico by way of Havana. The new serv- sponsible.
ice is to be maintained by the
company.
The contract of the company calls INCREASED DIVIDENDS
for a monthly service. The steamARE SCHEDULED
ships will touch at Charlottetown, P.
K. I., Halifax, N. S.. Havana, Cuba,
and Trogreso, Vera Cruz, Tamplco,
New York, July 20. The directors
and one or two other Mexican ports. of the Amalgamated Copper company
Tne winter seivlee will be operated declared a quarterly dividend of 1
direct from Halifax.
per cent. This is an increase of
per
By the terms of the contract with cent over the last quarterly dividend.
the Mexican government, boats may
Union Pacific Follows Suit.
carry cargoes and pasbeugera from
Canada to Cuba. Cargot-- and passenNew York, July 20. The directors
gers are to be carried both ways be- of the Union Pacific railroad today
tween Mexico and Canada, but on declared a dividend of 2 per cent on
northliound tiips no freight may be common stock payable October 1st.
handled from Cuba to Canada. The The last
l
dividend was 2
Mexican government objected to
per cent.
a line that would be used to
build up trade between Cuba and Can- ROYAL ARCANUM FIGHT
ada.
MERRILY IS PROGRESSING.
It was expected that simultaneously
with the establishment of the Atlantic
Boston, Mass., July 20. In line with
service, a Blmilar steamship on the similar
action taken In other states,
Pacific coast between Vancouver and the Massachusetts
council of
Mexican Pacific ports would be In- the Hoyal Arcanum grand
met today and
augurated. The Mexican government, adopted
protest
however, has decided to postpone for against strong resolutions of supreme
the action of the
the present, the establishment of such council in
advancing the Insurance
a service.
rates of the order. Under the constitution of the order. If a majority of
Agree to American Boycott.
suthe grand councils petition
Shanghai, July 20. About 1,500 peo. preme regent, that official will the
repie, including the beads of all the quired to call a special meeting be
of the
principal guilds and delegates from supreme council to reconsider its acmany provinces, attended the Chinese tion. Should the supreme
council
mass meeting yesterday, which
then continue In Its action to rescind
ranged to begin the Chinese boycott of the Increase in rates it Is considered
American goods tomorrow. There is probable that many members will
still much doubt as to whether the withdraw and unite in forming a new
boycott will really be maintained.
order.
SAILED

ITS

FIRST

DEVLIN WRECKED

KANSAKITY BANK

h.

CALEB POWERS IN

UNCLE SAM'S HANDS

Paper.
LARGE
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Kansas City, July 20. The City National bank failed to open Its doors
today. The bank held checks of C. J.
Devlin of Topeka for upwards of $100,-00and its failure is the direct result
of that of the First National bank: of
Topeka, of which Devlin was the principal stockholder. The City National
bank had a capital of $300,000 and
deposits of nearly a million and a half.
The bank was closed by E. E. Ames,
bank examiner, under
Instructions
from the comptroller of the currency.
The comptroller yesterday. It is asserted, informed the officers of the
bank that it must take up 1200,000 of
bad paper Immediately or it would not
be permitted to open today.
The bank was examined last night
by a committee of local bankers who
reported at the meeting early today
that the affairs of the bank were In
such shape that they would not feel
Justified in extending assistance.
AlthOlleh the holrlinor nf riavlln
per, upon which no Immediate realization could be made, was the prime
cause of the failurn it 111 statoH that
a general knowledge that the bank
avia oiner Daa paper and was in bad
condition, had led to a gradual with
drawal of deposits during several
months. These withdrawals in the
last sixty days amount to $600,000.
'

Every Kind of Interest Meets

In Annual Session
From
EAST, WEST,

NORTH

AND

SOUTH

Buffalo, N. Y. July 20. The annual
convention of the National Live Stock
exchange began a three days' session
In this city today. Delegates were on
hand from Chicago, Indianapolis, Cincinnati, Kansas City, Omaha, Milwaukee, St. Joseph and numerous other
cities. During the morning an executive session of the officials was held,
the formal open sessions of the convention not beginning uni.il afternoon.
The subjects slated for consideration by the convention Include the following: The advisabllllty of requiring
ail salesmen to bold memberships In
the exchange where they operate; the
equalization of commission charges
among ail exchanges; the advisability
of doing away with the traveling solicitor; the, advisability of giving the
interstate commerce commission more
power; the expediency of requiring all
stockholders of corporations to hold
memberships; the establishment of a
commercial credit system.

CAPTAIN HOBSON'S WIFE
ILL IN DES MOINES WISCONSIN GOLFERS ARE

IN ANNUAL CONCLAVE

Moines, Juy 20. Mrs. Richmond Pearson Hobson, wife of Captain
Hobson, the hero of the Merrlmac, Is
ill at Mercy hospital.
Captain Hob-so- n
is at the bedside and some of his
lecture dates may be cancelled. Mrs.
Hodson was suddenly taken ill while
passing through Iowa. She gradually
grew worse until she reached Des
Moines. He rslckness is said to be of
minor nature, but some concern !s felt
lest It become serious.

Denver, Colo., July 20. Thomas C.
Iirown, declared by the police to be
the head of the ore thieves In the
Crlpplo Creek district, was arrested
tixlay and had a truuk containing
$l,5u0 worth of fine ore.

STILLIStARCHING
FOR LOST CHILD

i
e

e
Caleb Powers, the former secretary of state of Kentucky, who has
been under sentence of death for years for alleged complicity In the murder of Governor Goebel, U now in jail at Newport, Ky., where the above
photograph was taken.
Powers Is now a United States prisoner and his appeal will soon be
heard In the federal courts.

cross-examin-

this CltY todav. the niMnlnna tn
tlnue through the remainder, of the

ORGANIZATION

DEPOSITS ARE WITHDRAWN

ORE THIEF CAPTURED
WITH LOT OF STUFF.

4

4

that

Is all he does for monarchy. And
so long as mat la all he is asked to
do, things are apt to go on very much,
aa they are at present. The Canadian
is proud to share in England's glory;
to I a member, of the empire a
which the sun never sets, and tho
drum beats of whose ganlsons follow
the sun around the world. All that
business fills tho Canadian with ardor.
He is willing to let the British
treasury pay tne 150,000 salary oftha
governor general, and he Is willing to
have a governor general so long aa
the office Is a me.e figure-heaTh
Canadian la willing to send a few volunteers to aid the mother country to
fight the Boers or others, so long a
Great Britain makes no effort to fore
a levy of soldiers, or to tax the cost
of the war against the colony.
Canada is willing to give England
a sligtu preference In her trade relations, so long as It does not interfere with the full development
oC
home Industries. In short, the Can'
adian Is delighted to cheer for the
king, so long as it is a mere matter
of cheering.
sAn American, who was on his first
Visit to Canada, and who was somewhat surprised to find no greater
difference between his own republlo
and the colonial tributary to the British crown, expressed the situation aa
follows:
"In all the essentials of genuine liberty the people of Canada are as free
as the people of our republic. Their
traditions of personal liberty are our
trations; they have the Magna Charts,
me writ 01 Habeas corpus, the right
e
of trial by Jury, and to
the complaining witnesses; they have
representation in exchange for taxag
tion, and the
of the counWhile there Is absolutely no senti- try is done by the people. Personal
ment throughout Canada in favor of liberty and private property are aa
annexation to the United States, there sacred In Canada as In the United
The Jurisprudence and the
is discoverable here and there a lurk- States.
ing sentiment in favor of Canadian traditions of the law are the same.
Independence. But this sentiment I "In short, It is In the
struggles hard with the spirit of loy- forms that the countries differ. In all
alty to the traditions of the mother i matters which are vital to the liberty
oountrv.
'
or tne people, the two gallons
The CanadlaV toastt the klng hut noValmos ldentlcaI.,

ORDER OF DAY

Des

Elder-Dempst-

Winnipeg, Manitoba, July 20. From
one end of Canada to the other the
name of President Roosevelt Is greeted with acclaim. It is small exaggeration to say that our piesldent Is ss
popular north of the line as he Is In
the United States. King Edward VII.
Is also popular, and it is quit common
at dinners where both Americans and
Canadians are present, to couple the
names of the "Two Teddies" in a
'
toast.
ihe withdrawal by Great Britain of
all garrisons from Canada and of all
war ships f.om Canadian waters, has
served to call attention to a rather
new phase, if not interpretation, of
the Monroe doctrine. As the situa
tion is now understood in Canada, the
United States has become a sort of
guardian of Canada. It Is taken
that the United States will
helceforth undertake the; responsibility of
Canada from
any European encroachment.
delighted
to deleIs
Great Britain
gate this business to the United
States, and by withdrawing her military arm, has already transferred to
us all further responsibility In this
regard.
The large increase in the popula
tion from the United States In Canada
has resulted in a good natured contest
of national traditions and celebra
tions. For example, American Inde
pendence Day, the "glorious Fourth,"
does not appeal to the native Canadian, and on the other hand, Dominion Dal, which the Canadians celebrate on the first of July, and which
commemorates the confederation of
the sepaiate Canadian provinces, does
not appeal muc'n to the men from the
states. So a compromise is frequently
made, and a Joint celebration is held
on the 2d or 3d of July.

Cel- -.

-

But Besides His Notes Bank
Held Other Bad

MANY FROM DEATH. CHICAGO

,

MEXICAN LINE

NUMBEU 189

e

e
e'

Special to The Citizen.
Holbrook, Ariz., July 20. At
noon today loo men and scouts
are still searching the White
mouutains for Katie Hatch.
It is believed that the scout,
'Chicken," has found a new trail,
as he did not come in to Cooley's
ranch last night for food, but
sent word by an Indian to Mr.
Cooley, as follows;
"l'oco tiem- pe; me find."
All hope of recovery of the
child is centered In him, he be- ing the only person aide to fol- low the trail of the little girl,
who Is now believed to have per- lshed.
,

e
e
e
e
e
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La Crosse, Wis., July 20. Representatives of all the prominent golf
clubs of the state were present today
at the opening of the annual tournament of the Wisconsin State Golf association on the links of the Schaghtl-cok- e
club. Today's, program Included
the preliminary qualifying round for
the state championship, also the first
round for the state championship cup,
the first round for tho consolation cup
and the match play handicap contest
against bogey.

weeK. ueoiogy and geography ere the
subjects selected for special considers
tlon.
BANK CLERKS A8SEMBLE
IN THIRD CONVENTION

Minneapols, Minn., July 20. The
eyes of active bank clerks throughout
the country are now turned toward
this city, where the third annual convention of the American Institute of
Bank Clerks opened today. This annual gathering nf the Tniinnr hohm.
tlon of bank men bears the same rela
tion to the clerk as the convention ot
the American Bankers' association
does td the officer. Papers are read
on practical banking topics, debates
held and the business of the Institute
is transatced during the three day
while the social side Is not neglected.
The present convention is attended by
about 250 delegates representing fortr-flv- e
cities of the United States and
Canada.
THOSE WHO GIVE 8IGHT
TO THEM THAT ARE BLIND)
Rochester, N. Y.. July 20. The New
York State Optical society is holding
Its annual convention in Rochester
with a large and representative attendance. A business meeting waa
held this morning, scientific papers
were read this afternoon, and this
evening the convention concludes with,
a banquet at the Rochester club.
DAKOTA SPORTSMEN
'
HAVE ANNUAL

SHOOT

Grand Forks, N. D., July 20. The
annual tournament of the North Dakota State Sportsmen's association
opened here today under the ausplcea
of the Grand Forks Gun club. There Is
a large atendance of prominent shots
from North Dakota and neighboring
states and also a number of well
known experts and professionals attracted by the liberality of the prises
offered. Today's events Included to
events of fifteen targets each and a
team shoot at twenty-fivtargets. The
tournament will conclude tomorrow.
e

PRINCESS ANNE COUNTY
SWEEDS HOLD THEIR
UNVEILS MONUMENT
SONG
FESTIVAL
GREAT
Norfolk, Va., Junly 20. A monuChicago, July 20. Representatives ment
to the memory of the Confederof Swedish singing societies through- ate
of Princess Anne county
out the country are gathered in Chi- was Boidiers
unveiled today with Impressive
cago to take part in the annual festiv- ceremony
and In the presence of a
al of the Amerfcan Union of Swedish
including many veterans
Singers. The feHtlval opens with a largo crowd,city.
this
from
address of the
mammoth concert tonight in the Audi- day was deliveredThe
by the Hon. John
torium. Miss Anna Hellstrom, the fa- (ixmIc.
The monument i & handsome
mous soprano of the royal opera at
Stockholm, will be the principal solo- affair of granite and cast $2,000.
ist, while the chorus numbers of the EMPLOYING PRINTERS
program will be rendered by a grand
CONGREGATE AT MILWAUKEE
chorus of several thousand voices recruited from societies all over tlifi
Wis., July 20. Employcountry. Another concert will be given ingMilwaukee,
printers of the central northwest,
tomorrow night. The two following embracing
days will be given over to outdoor ern Illiuois,Wisconsin, Michigan, northeastern Minnesota and
at Rivervlew park- - Arriving northeastern Iowa,
are in session here
traius today brought many visitors today
take action on the demands
from all directions and the attendance of theto International
Typographical
promises to be of record breaking pro- Union for
the inauguration of the
portions. The Dakota, Minnesota, eight
hour day on January 1, 1906. It
Iowa and Wisconsin will be especially
is probable that no definite decision
well represented.
will be reached until after the employers of this section have communicated
AMERICAN ASSOCIATION
ADVANCEMENT OF SCIENCE with the typothetae of other parts ot
the country so that united action may
Syracuse, N. Y., July 20. The Amer- be taken in complying with or opposican Association for the Advancement ing the demands ot the printers.
of Science began a field meeting In tiCua . .Kailfl . . , . s T A ROD OD OO
'

'

1

MUSICAL 8T.OCK CO.
Matinee Sunday at 3 p. m.
FERNANDO.
15c
Admission
I
Sunday, Monday, Tuesday
and Wednesday
Evenings.
B E LL E S O F CORNEVILLE.
Thursday, Friday and Sat- un!ay Evenings,

A
ENGLISH

OF

IN

AN

ARIZONA

rbocnlx, Arlt., July

From

20.

caa-

tie balls to a garbage dump, from a

childhood on green lawns tn the shady
parks of "Metrie England" to mature
in an hood, ant) even past It, In a brush
shack on dosolate sand dunos near the
dry bed ot an erratic river in the stel
Arizona, is
aling aun of
but a mild hint of the startling and
eontrasu that
porhaps
have made up the life of Fhllip E.
Neville, baron of lAtimer. IUfforent
from moot mn whose continuous
struggle ift to attain an eminence the
as belonging
world does not
to him, rhlllp Neville has spent his
later years In secreting the fact of his
Rntlo birth, repudiating the title that
Justly belongs to him, and living the
life of . a hermVt In a foreign iand,
pinched and poverty stricken, but
proud and dignified In his own spirit.
Neville U, to say the least, eccentric, and his mysterious life story ia
bard to unravel. Never yet has he
disclosed the reason for his forsaking
of the homeland seventeen years ago
other than to intimate that It was the
resort of differences with relatives.
It Is known, though, that he Is on
friendly terms with an aunt who has
addressed him letters as "Ixrd Neville," and who has urged him to return to the iand of his nativity and
claim his own. It was a recent letter
from her enclosing a bill of exchange
for $8,060 that first gave proof of his
identity and an act of Christian liber- soml-troplca-

hoart-brcakln-

g

anoe even Indicating but little of the
world's goods, the Incident suggested
that the donor had inadvertently plac
ed the wrong package In the basket,
and in a desire to correct the mistake,
If such It proved to be, Neville was
soupht and found, when he announced
that his contribution was deliberate
that ho took pleasure in doing that
which he had hitherto been unable to
do for years for the betterment of
mankind and the spread of Christian
ity. He said he had recently acquired
considerable money and could afford
the liberal donation. Such an incident
could not remain a secret and further
Inquiry brought out the fact of his recently acquired' wealth and the amount
of It as well as Its source.
The local papers also learned something of his story and of his surroundings. It was known that he lived In
a shack on the garbage dump in the
river bed below the city and that his
principal occupation and seemingly his
sole source of revenue was the melting of old tin cans and the saving of
that
the solder and other
he might find. He became a feature
but for a day only, and bitterly resented the stories the papers printed
concerning him. He was at first angry that a prying world should interfere In his affairs, but finally consented to say something concerning himself and to pose for pictures, though
the Inst concession he considered as
positively Insulting.
He said tkat he was not baron at
the present time, though of right he
ought to be. The barony of Latimer
some centuries escheated to the
crown. Ho is the lineal descendant
who. had his rights been preserved,
would today have been addressed as
Baron iAtimer. The $8,000 Is but an
Installment of what belongs to him,
but whether the rest will ever be received Is uncertain, depending to some
extent no doubt on his own movements.
But little more could be learned of his.
legacy, though the letters from his
aunt, who addresses
his as Lord
Neville," are affectionately written
and entreat him to return to his home
In Hertfordshire and claim his own.

FERNANDO.
Admission .. .. 15c and 25e
Reserved seats on sale at O.
A. Mataon'B. 202 West Kali-roa-

1

avenue.
Gardens open every afterAdmission, free, exnoon.
cept during matinees. Refreshments served by uniformed wallers.

Meats.

selil en

at
Three carpenters,
Broadway and Marquette. Apply to
.Tnhn Hnrt
WANTED Three painters, nignesi

I

wAcpa.

n a.

tllclnwori

rtntrv

d

0

d

LOST.

n

NOTARY PUBLIC.

CAPITA.

RAILROAD TICKETS.
Forced to Starve.
B. F. Ieek, of Concord. Ky., says:
Cut Rates.
agonies,
with
20
years
suffered
I
"For
For reduced ratea to and from all
a sore on my upper lip, so painful someAssociation
allty on his part that first gave the Thls, be says, he will not do, but will times that I could not eat. After vainly points go to Paulsen
everything; else, I cured It with Railroad
Ticket
office.
Railroad
"news scent" to the aose of the news- spend the remainder of his days in the trying
great
for
Balve."
Bucklen's Arnica
It's
paper reporter.
land of his adoption. He only says burns, ruts and wounds. At all drug tickets bought, gold and exchanged.
Perhaps but once In the history ot there waa a family enstrangement and gists; only ZSo.
any Phoenix church waa there ever he has cast off forever certain of his i
family moved from
Dr. Laws

Vonkty

JOE RICHARDS,

CI

GAR S

i'2

113

W.

Railroad Ave.
THE

Established In 1882.

F. G. PRATT
Agents

8ole

for

& GO.

Casino

EX

I

Canned

Goods., Jas. Heekln & Co't Coffees,

Imboden'e Granite Flour.

STAPLE

AND

FANCY

214 South Second Street.

Best on

OF

ALBUQUERQUE,

N.

M.

ENDS TO DEPOSITORS EVERY PROPER ACCOMMODATION
AND SOLICITS NEW ACCOUNTS.
CAPITA! 1 160.00. 0

FIRST
NATIONAL

BALLING, Proprietor.
Successor to Balling Bros.

PIMON

WEDDING

CAKE

A

SPECIALTY

SANTA FE RAILWAY

A.

Authorized Capital,
$500,000.00

ALBUQUERQUE, N.

Paid-u-

p

Capital, Surplus and
Profits, $250,000.0

BANK

We desire patronage, and we
s
baking
guarantee
Albuquerque
S. First Street,

M.

first-clas-

207

I

Officers and Directors:
JOSHUA 8. RAYNOLDS,... President
M. W. FLOURNOY,...VIce
President
Cashier
FRANK McKEE
W. W. WOODS
Assistant Cashier
Director
H. F- - RAYNOLDS

Schtftt,

Depository for Atchison, Topeka and
Santa Fe Railway
Company.

U. S. DEPOSITORY.

CONFECTIONERY!
STATE

THE

Rankin & Co

ex-re-

BANK
$100,000
$250,000

CAPITAL
DEPOSITS

had a very satisfactory growth since the establishment
of our bank. If you are not one of our customers, we would like
an opportunity to show you our superior facilities.

We-hav-

e

O.

J.

President.
HERNDON, Cashier.

D. A.

MARRON,

McPHERSON, Vice Pres.
Asst. Cashier.

ROY McDONALD,

The Standard
PLUMBING AND

Cement Contractors

1

NATIONAL

OF ALBUQUERQUE

AND SOFT DRINKS

Monev to Loan

HEATING CO.
I.

H. COX, Manager.

Iron Pipe, Iron Pipe

Fitting, Brass Fittings and Valves, Steam and

Hot Water Heating and Ga Fitting. A full line of bath room
tures and supplies. Storer Gasoline Engines.
412 W. Railroad Ave.
AUTO.

fix-

COLO.,234.

'PHONE, 671.

TTtTiiTTTttiTttitiTiiTTYiniiminiimiimif
ESTABLISHED

'OLD RELIABLE"

L. B.
Flour,

n

Carrie

1878

PUTNEY

WHOLESALE

NEW TIME CARD

s

COMMERCE

PIONEER BAKERY

and
Second Door North of P. O.
found In the Sunday collection a little relatives with whom he presumably Capltan to Lincoln,
they will
250
package containing
in bills, would be brougt in contact were he to reside In the future. where
wlW
The doctor
on Furniture, Pianos, Organs, Horses,
wrapped In paper so the amount of return. The aunt, alone teems stead- continue
the practice of his profes- Wagons and other Chattels; also on
could not be seen, but fast In her friendship and Is doing all sion at Lincoln,
p the contribution
and answer calls from
SALARIES AND WAREHOUSE REit did happen once, and that was a few she can In his behalf. He says it is
days ago, the only time (that Philip his own affair and ho curious have the surrounding country.
CEIPTS, as low as f 10.00 and as high
Neville had been noted In the congre- already learned more about him than One Dollar Saved Represents Ten as $200,000. Loam are quickly made
gation, t Plainly dressed, his appear- he desires shall be known.
One
Dollars Earned.
Time:
and strictly private.
FIRE INSURANCE
The average man does not save to
one year given. Goods to reREAL ESTATE
ten per cent of his earnings, lie month to your possession.
Our rates
LOAN
must enend nine dollars in living ex main in
CHURCH ORGANIST FINED
DATES SET FOR THE
penses for every dollar saved. This be are reasonable. Call and tee us before
ing the case, he cannot be too careful
Automatic Phone 41.
FOR BEING DISORDERLY
HORTICULTURAL FAIR about unnecessary expenses. Very often borrowing.
Room 10, N. T. Armljo Building.
a few cents properly Invested, like buyLOAN CO.,
HOUSEHOLD
THE
ing seeds for his garden, will save sevall
Steamship
from
to
and
Prof. A. E. Carter had his trial in
tickets
A meeting of the members of the eral dollars outlay later on. It Is the
In buying Chamberlain's Chollo,
parts of the world.
police court at Trinidad on two New Mexico Horticultural Society, to- snme
and Diarrhoea Remedy. It
Cholera
Rooms S and 4, Grant Bldg.,
charges, that of being drunk and dis- gether with citizens Interested in the Coats but a few cents, and a bottle of it
KEYES-LAMK- IN
CO
In the house often saves a doctor's bill
305 West Railroad Ave.
orderly. He waa found guilty on both subject of a fair, was held at the court of
several dollars. For sale by all deal
OFFICES.
PRIVATE
charges and fined a total of $3!. Prof. house in Santa Fe Tuesday evening. era.
OPEN EVENINGS.
Carter was arrested early Sunday Hon. L. Bradford Prince, president of
morning, in company with W. W. Wil-ao- the Horticultural society, presided, DEATH ON WINGS
at a fashionable rooming house and Jay Turley acted as secretary.
dement Work of All Kinds
HITS AEROPLANE
on the south side.
After a full consideration of the subEstimates Furnished
There were five witnesses for the ject it waa resolved, on motion of Dr.
Wonder why people worry this hot
prosecution. Carter was on the stand W. S. Harroun,
place
they
should
AND
when
CROWD
weather,
AIR
SEES
SHIP
PROF
SOUTH BROADWAY
208
to hoid'a territorial
on his own behalf, and made a sweep- horticultural fair in Santa
MALONEY PLUNGE FROM A their troubles with us. We secure po
Tues-on
Fe
ing denial of all the charges. His wife day, Wednesday and Thursday, SepHEIGHT OF 3,000 FEET TO DE sitions as well as find positions.
MERCHANT TAILOR
corroborated her husband's state- tember 12, 13 and 14.
WE WANT AT ONCE
'
STRUCTION.
ments. Owing to the prominence of
waitresses, 2 waiters, one good cook
comOn
motion
of
a
Frank
Dlbert.
A
dispatch,
1
Jooe,
Cal.,
San
dated (for out of city), 1 second cook,
Prof. Carter, he being a church or
HAS OPEY0ED BU8I
. BAMBINI
ganist, the trial attracted considera- mittee consisting of A. M. Dettlebach, July 18, says: With women fainting
dishwasher, 1 chamber maid, 2 girls
,
Jay
Turley
Llnney,
B.
Charles
and
Malonej-sobbing,
men
who for housework, 3 painters, man to
and
Daniel
ble attention, and church circles are
NESS AT NO. 209 WEST RAIL
much wrought up over the alleged of was appointed to call on the citizens has made numerous public ascensions take charge of horses, man to wash
AVENUE.
ROAD
Montgomery's aero- wagons, teamsters, (for city work),
fense. The attorney for Carter gave during the week and request them to with Professor
present
general
meeting
be
a
to
be
at
3,000
plane, fell
feet to his death at teamsters FOR GHAPl wukk, teamnotice of an appeal.
I have opened a mercnant tailoring
held in the court house next Monday Santa Clara this morning.
sters for lumber camp, laborers,
W. G. Hamilton and wife and Mrs. evening. At this meeting full arrangeMontgomery had an bridge carpenters, bridge helpers all establishment upstairs over No. 201
I'rofeBSor
Iva Keebler, were seriously injured ments for holding the fair will be nounced an ascension from the steady positions.
West Railroad avenue, and solicit the
the early part ot the week in a run- made.- grounds of Santa Clara college in hon
A first-clas- s
ratchet setter, and a patronage of the general public.
away at RoswelL
The general sentiment at the meet- or of the league of the Cross cadets first-clas- s
planer, $3 per day, to start.
ing Tuesday night was that such a fair who are holding their annual encamp Good position, (out of city). Married Suit mad to order. Clothe cleaned,
pressed and repaired. The apeclflo 1
CHANGED HUSBAND.
would be very beneficial to the terri- ment in that town. The announcement man preferred.
tory at large, and that a good exhibit attracted probably 2,000 people, who
use will not Injure the cloth. Ladle'
TWENTY MEN
Wife Made Wise Change in Food.
of Its horticultural products would ma- watched with interest the huge ma For railroad work teamsters and
garment also cleaned, and walkln
Change of diet ia the only way to terially assist In attracting settlers to chin as It shot up from
college
to order. Fit guaran
the
mad
skirts
really cure stomach and bowel trou- New Mexico. Superintendent Clinton garden attached to a huge balloon.
15 years' experience
had
Have
teed.
ble.
J. Crandall. of tho United States InAt a height of 4,000 feet Maloney
tn this city. Give me a trial.
A woman says:
Employment
The
Southwestern
Manager
training
dian
school, and
cut loose and began maneuvering the
O. BAMBINI.
"My husband had dyspepsia when Frank Owen, of. the Santa
Fe Water aeroplane.
He circled gracefully
AGENCY
we were married and had suffered and Light company,
promised their about for some minutes, having the Phone 195 Red Upstairs.
from It for several years. It was al earnest
and there can be machine apparently under perfect con
110 South Second street.
most impossible to find anything he no doubt that tho fair
will prove a trol. Then he essayed a deep dip.
could eat without bad results.
great success.
Suddenly the machine swerved, hesi
"I thought this was largely due to
CURE FOR HAY FfcVER
tated and turned completely over. It
Easthound.
the use of coffee and persuaded him
r'glited Itself, sank down a consldera
to discontinue it. He did bo, and
OFFICIAL MATTERS
No. 2, Atantlo Express, arrives 7:6
bio
again
distance
over
and
turned
HYO-ME& CO. SAYS
. H. O'RIELLY
I
to drink I'ostum Food Coffee. The
m.; departs 8:30 a. m.
Maloney was clinging desperately to
change did him good from the beginWILL GIVE RELIEF SOLD
No. 4. Chicago Limited, arrives
Meeting
of
of
seat
evidently
Managers.
Beard
his
endeavoring
and
to
ning, his digestion Improved; he suf11:69 Tuesdays and Fridays; departsUNDER GUARANTEE.
Tho New Mexico board of managers regain his control, but all his efforts
fered much less from Ills nervousness
12:09 a. nt- -, Wednesdays and 8aturIn
were
vain.
of
s
purchase
the
Louisiana
exposition
food
and when he added Grape-Nut3. TT. O'Klelly & Co. wish us to an days.
Again
aeroplane
the
In
th
turned
10
will
at
mornIn
meet
o'clock
the
to tls diet he was soon eutlrely
nounce that when llyomei la used as
No. 8, Chicago and Kansas City Ex.
ing, Tuesday, July 2T, at the capitol air, and this time tho wings came to- a preventive,
enred.
tboy advise daily treat presa, arrive i;4a p. in.; departs 7:45
gether
man
tho
and
ami
machine
matIn
Important
Santa
business
"My friend, Mrs.
,
of
ment with Hyomol for two or three p. m.
Vicksbnrg, (my former home), had ters will br brought before the com- plunged straight downward, while the weeks before the usual time for the
spectators
gazed
help'essly
horrified
become a nervous wreck almost, from mission and a'l members are expected
Westbound,
annual appearance of hay fever. If
dyspepsia. Medicines had no effect, to be present. The members of the upward. Amid shrieks and groans, this is done, the attack will be pre
many
people
scene,
rushed
to
tho
A.
Spless,
of
neither did travel hi Ip her. On my commission aro: Charles
No. 1. Los Angeles Express, arrive
vented. However, if the preventive
last visit home some months ago, I Ias Vegas, president; Carl A. Ial!es, while others turned away weeping.
treatment la not started soon enough
30 d. m.: departs 8:16 p. m.
A
of
number
cadets
first
reached
Grape-Nuts
B.
Walton,
persuaded her to use
food. Wtllard, vice president; W.
No. S. California limited. arrlTea
ami the disease makes its appearance,
,
man,
the
unconscious
picking
him
Selig-niauand
She was in despair, and consented. Silver City, secretary; Arthur
uko llyomei kIx or seven times da!y, 10:40 a. m- - Mondays and Thursdays;
up
conveyed
they
college
him
to
tho
She stuck to It until It restored her
Santa Fe, treasurer; Herbert J.
departs 10:60 a. m. Mondays and
and relief will be clven at once.
health so completely, that she Is now Hagernitn, Roswell; Fayette A. Jones, hospital.' His head was fractured and
Is no stomach dosliiK when Thursday.
There
flowing
blood
was
from
and
ears
bis
s
the most enthusiastic friend of Grape-Nut- Albuquerque and Jose D. Sena, Santa
No. 7, San Francisco raat Mau, ar--1
mouth. He expired within a short llyomei Is used. Itreathed through
that I ever Uuew. She cats it Fe.
the neat pocket inhaler that comes rive 10:30 p. m.; departs 11:10 p. m.
conaeroplane,
was
The
time.
which
with cream or dry, JuHt as it comes
Judge McFie Grants Petition.
structed of the toughest oak procur- with everv outfit, its medicated air
from tho package keeps It In her
Southbound,
In the case of tho Territory of New able, was ground iuto small fragments. reaches tho minutest air cells, killing
room and eats u whenever she feels
a!l RiTins and soothing and healing
Mexico versus Anastaclo Gonzales, aslike it.
mucous
membrane.
the
irritated
county, the hearBent Her Double.
No. 2T departs 11:30 p. EL, connects
"I besan eating Grape-Nutfood my-el- sessor of Sauta Fo Ret
knpw no one f'r four weeks. wh-llyomei outfit costs with eastern trains
complete
"I
The
yesterday
was
for
ing
which
of
my
:
baby was two months
when
and kidn'it tvhnli
$1, extra bottle9 50 cents.
It Is
- I wiik
No. 22 arrives from sooth 7:19 a. m.
old, and I don't V.now what I should morning at 10 o'clock before Asso- ney trouble," writes Mrs. Annie Hunter, but
connecting
tt-t-- r, tho only treatment for hay fever sold
sitting
with No. I, eaatbound.
(if
I
Ph.,
McFie,
in
R.
ft.
"ami
when
Rot
John
IMttlun
'nto
Justice
have done without it. My appctito
I hnd one of the best docby J. II. O Ulel'.y & Co., under a guarulthouch
Disvas gone, 1 was weak and nervous, chamlK'rs In the First Judicial
dally' except No. 8 and L
1 coulil gi t, l whs t.ont doulilA,
and
tors
money
All
It
train
if
does
to
antee
refund the
and afforded very little nourlbbment trict Court for Santa Fe county, a pe- find to rent my hands on my kneei not give satisfaction.
No. 1 carries through chair, stand.
&
by
Gortnor
Catron,
I
walked.
filed
From
thin
was
when
tition
af
terrible
Grape-Nutfor the child. The
food,
o
ard and tourist sleeping ears to Iam
fliction I
ai rescued by Electric bit
of which I soon becamo very fond, Retiehan, attorneys for the plaintiff, tern,
which restored my
Ou Sunday, after church meeting, Angeles.
and
peedlly set all this rit;lit again, and asking for time to Investigate several am n it h, and now I ranhealth
walk as Mrs. Fisher started to ride homo from
No. 7 carries throngs chair, standhealthful, rosy and points of lay, among which was airiilKht as ever. They are simply won- Lincoln on a broncho which belongs ard and tourist sleeping cars for Baa
the baby gre
Ounrante.il tn cure stomach
beautiful as a mother could wish. He whether District Attorney E. C. Ab- derful."
and kidney disorders; at all drug to her son, Kearle. She waa thrown Francisco.
Is 2 years old now, and eats Grape-Nu- t bott had the legal rllit to prosecute. liver
gists. Price (Ac
II. S. LUTZ, Agent.
off. and her back badly hurt, but at
o
food himself. I wish every tired The law directs that the district atIs getting along betOne of nature's remedies cannot this writing Bbe
young mother knew of th good that torney shall defend county officers in
expected.
Turkish NonirntA U fine after a
Grape-Nutcourt. Judge McFie granted the peti- harm the weakest constitution; never ter than her friends
would do her."
dish of lc cream eaten at Mrs. FulNames given by Postum Co., Bat- tion and gave the attorneys for the falls to cure summer complaints of
good Invest- - lerton's confectionerv store and Ice
A Citizen w.ant ad U
defendant until this morning at 10 young or old. Dr. Fowler's Extract
tle Creek, Mich.
cream parlor.
meat
Stiawberry.
of
Wild
arguments.
prepare
tholr
o'clock
,j
a
to
reason.
There's

WAN TED

OF

DEPOSITORY FOR ATCHISON, TOPEKA

Free Delivery

Solicited.

BANK

OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS:
80L0M0N LUNA, President;
W. S 8TRICKLER, V. P. and Cashier; W. J. Johnson, Asst. Cashier
SOLOMON LUNA
GEORGE ARNOT
Wm. MclNTOSH
O. E. CROMWELL
A. M. BLACKWELL
C. BALDRIDGE

GROCERIES

Hlllsboro Creamery Butter
Earth.
Order

WITH AMPLE MEANS
UN3URPA8SEB FACILITIES

AND

i

-

$100,000

Interest Allowed on Savings Deposits

Jmoke the White Lily Cigar

C. P.

ViaOhock.

SURPLUS

AND

ROOM 5, CROMWEUi BLOCK.
Automatic Telephone. 174.

Is drawing the specif!
Black chiffon fan, trimmed rrmrnh Homm Mada Candle m Bpmo- cations and plana for the new Portales LOST
with gilt spangles and pearl han
lmlty....le Or mam Mado In Any
Jail. It will be built of artificial stone
die. Return to The Economist and
Quantity lor Rartla; ate.
or brick, 32x38 feet In dimensions
reward.
receive
suitable
and will contain two steel cages for LOST A white fox terrier, wearing
the safe keeping of criminals.
black collar, with brass rivets In It.
Return to Rothenberg & Schloss
VEGETABLES,
AND
FRUITS
cigar store and receive reward.
DEALER IN
FRESH EVERY DAY. AT MALOY'S
Wis

Albuquerque, - Now Mexico

ESTATE,

REAL

India-natio-

J. W. Gregg

COMPANY

INSURANCE.

Hudson.

lor
WANTED Competent woman
nlaln cooklna and general nouse- work.
Inauire Matthews' Jersay

N

TRUST

MONTEZUMA

B. A. SLEYSTER

CASINO

dealers.

of freoh and tall
Steam Sausage Factory.

kinds

All

WANTED Gentlemen' second-hanclothing. No. 515 8outh First street,
south of viaduct. Send address and
will call. R. J. Sweeney, proprietor
cleric in
wanted Vnnne man tostore;
rous
merchandise
general
speak English and Spanish. Address H.. this office.
WANTED Young lady or couple to
A PLANT THAT
take room in private family. Little
expense. Apply 423 Fruit avenue.
MOSQUITOS AVOID WANTED One unfurnished room,
with bath. Inquire at oranam s
restaurant.
.1. n. Wolworth.
while working In
the canaelty of a machinist at Troy
FOR RENT.
dlscoveied a plant, the odor of which
will put a mosquito to flight and keep FOR RENT Two very cool, pleasant
him nt a wife distance. We learn from
rooms for light housekeeping, or
wno has
sleeping rooms for men. Mrs. H. E.
a Southern Pacific conductor,
Rutherford, 113 Iron avenue.
tried the plant .on the stiped-legge"eftllvnlnner" that infests the bed FOR RENT Rooms for light house
rooms at Yuma, that It "works like
keeping. Inquire 524 West Kanroaa
a. charm."
avenue.
lie says the boldest mos
miHn will sit on the door step with FOR RENT A suite of three rooms,
will
in,
eyes
look
but
very deslreable for party of young
and
tears in his
never cross the threshold so long as
men. 713 West Copper.
the Dlant remains In the room. Wood FOR RENT Most desirable rooms
woith left for Yuma Monday to place
in city, single or enauite, with table
his Dlant on the market there, and
board. 713 West Copper.
the railroad men flsure that he will
FOR SALE.
sell about $2,000 worth In two weeks
If if will work on the California fleas FOR SALE Restaurant, In good loas well as it does on Yuma mosqul
cation; wJU sell cheap for cash. Adtoes. Wood worth will have money to
dress or call at No. 207 ft Gold ave
(Ariz.)
Blade.
burn. Florence,
nue; upstairs, room 3.
FOR SALE Six octave organ, in
Found a Cura for Dyspepsia
repair. Apply at 221 South
good
Mrs a. T.tnduv. of Fort William
Broadway.
Ontario, Canada, who haa suffered quite
mam
number or rears rrom ayepepeia
FOR SALE Household goods, furnit
palno In tha atomaobwao advlae
ure, stoves, graphophone, cooking
by her druggist to take Chamberlain's
utensils, folding bed. sewing maDinmarli Knit I.lver Tablets. Bbe. did 0
they bat j done
and says, "I And that
chine, chickens, carpets, etc. 706
deal of good. I have neve
me a
South A mo street.
had any suffering since I beiran naln
FOR SALE Household goods of five
them." If troubled wlta oyspepala
why not take these Tablets.
rooms. 635 South Arno street.
mt well and stay well! For sale by u)

0

MARKET

MEAT

WANmn

d

N

STEUT

TETCD

Emil

WANTED.

THURSDAY, JULY 20,

WANTED A cirl for general nouse- MASONIC BUILDING. N. TRIED ST
work. 315 South Third street.
by w. jies
WANTED
Ca

s

S
-

Nota-A- II
classified advrtlmnt
or rathar "liner" on
for aach rnoartlon. Minimum ehsrg
for any classified advertisement, 18
canto par laaua. m oraer w m.ur.
a"
proper
classification
should bo left at this office not later
than o'clock, p. m.

WADE

C

THE GARBAGE DUMP
NOBILITY DISCOVERED
"SHACK."

CLAS8IFIZDADS

CASINO

LORD NEVILLE OF

SCION

EVENING CITIZEN

AL1H7QUEI.QUK

PAGE TWO

Grain

and

GROCER
Provisions.

the Largest and Most Extensive Stock ot
Staple Groceries In the Southwest.

Farm and Freight Wagons
ALBUQUERQUE.

RAILROAD AVENUE.

R
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GROSS

KELLY

& CO.

(INCORPORATED)

f,

kI'-V-

WHOLESALE

GROCERS

s

l WOOL,

HIDE AND PELT DEALERS

ALBUQUERQUE

AND LAS VEGAS

s
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ALBUQUERQUE EVENING CITIZEN.

THURSDAY, JULY 20, 1905.

eSeot VJfoEe Ym Nave

i

One of those Fine

First

Dnolce

M

Lots in the

50-Fo- ot

IXiminJLMMlQ)
$200 per Lot $10 Down One Dollai per Week

QWO, ?150,

I

You will never have a better opportunity in all your life to own your own home. You will never miss $1.00
a week and it may be a nest egg when you can't work

SURETY INVESTMENT COMPANY
IV.

.

Greer, Pres.

Solomon Luna,

UMPIRE'S TROUBLES

There are few men Identified with the national came who
enjoy greater reputations than Willie Keeler. He la one of the
greatest outfielders In the game, and his work In the right garden
baa been marked with sensationalism.
At the bat he Is always found among the first three or four sluggers throughout
the season. His opinion on the suggestion to "box In" the outfielders, which was made by a Pacific coast magnate recently. Is
Taluable as coming from the angle of Tlslon of a great fielder
and batter.

CERTAIN

them far out, we wouldn't get the short hits
that drop behind the base line and too far out
ager on the Pa- for the basemen to field. If they were placed
too far in, we couldn't run back to get long
cific coast some
hard hit drives.
time ago advoAnother thing that would militate against
cated a new such a proposition as this would be the diffwrinkle to limit iculty in obeying it. The whitewash lines would
the fielder in be quickly rubbed out and the umpire would
h i s capturing have difficulty in watching the fielder and comof fly balls. pelling him to remain within the circumscribed
From what I limits.
I am certainly not in favor of anything that
have heard, this manager proposes to place the
would
add to the umpire's troubles. He has
fielder in a circumscribed position, boxing him
as it is. Every player's hand is naturenough
as n kit iiiivj auwu
ai U3(U a
ally against this unfortunate individual, and if
to define the coachers boxes,
this scheme of boxes was adopted it would refrom which position he may
sult in all kinds of conflict between that offinot move until the ball is hit
cial and the fielders or the batters.
,
by the batter.
Having to watch men on bases
In my posi
when the ball is struck and then
tion as an outnote that the fielder does not
fielder and a
leave his fenced-i- n position until
batter of some
the ball is hit would certainly
recognized
prove a Chinese puzzle to the ar-skill, an opinion
biters.
on this question
'' concerns me in
One of the beauties
of base ball is the
two ways.
long throw to the
As a batter I
plate. The fielder
would naturally like to handicap the
'A
i'
never, if he can posopposing fielder.
sibly avoid it, relays
naturally
I
would
As a fielder
want all the advantages possible for
the ball on a close
play when a runner is
the man on the grass.
about to score.
But I do not agree with the man
If the fielder
who advocates the limitation of the
were handicapfielder's activity. Head work is as
ped to the exmuch a part of a good outfielder's
tent suggested,
endeavor as it is in those who play
he would not
other positions on a team.
get as many
The men behind the base lines
long hits as he
play for each particular batter. We
base ball man

v;

.

know them and occupy certain positions, prior to their possible hitting of the ball, with relation to where they may
place it.
If compelled to overlook this and play for
each batter alike, it would
destroy one of the best features of base ball
the difficult running catch.
Take, for instance, Lajoie at the bat. lie is
a hard driver and
hitter. If I, as
a fielder, were compelled to play close in, it
would be impossible to run back far enough to
get the ball when he hit it.
It would be a very interesting question to
find where our friend from the coast would
place these boxes in the outfield. If he put
long-distan-

SPECIAL

MID-SUMM-

now does and

that would eliminate from the game considerable of this throwing.
From my point of view I think, when you
take into consideration the ground covered by
three men for all the directions in which a long
hit ball will take, the outfielder, as at present
working, has no pink tea of it.
There are some fans who think the outfielder's position is a lesser one on the diamond. It
is nothing of the kind. Herman Long, the old
Dutchman whom everybody knows, once saiil
when he was playing short, that the outfielders
were only spectators anyway. But then goo
ol j Herman, in his way, was a humorist and
really didn't
I
mean u.

ER

PRICE REDUCTIONS

NOVELTY WOOLentire line of high grade SUMMER
These price reductions are In effect lor thirty days only:
$30 Suits Reduced to
5
$30
$35 Suits Reduced to
$35
$10 Suits Reduced to
$10
$15 Suits Reduced to
.. .
TROUSERS.
$3
$10 Pants Reduced to
$10
$12 Pants Reduced to
$10
$U Pants Reduced to

On our

ENS.
All
All

All
All
All
All

All

F. TOMEI & BRO.

l

if st y y

'grand junction
registering point

Sellers, Mgr.

D. K. B.
!

AND SUNDAY'S

SATURDAY

-

Base Ball
National League.
At Boston
St. Louis
Boston
At Philadelphia
Cincinnati
Philadelphia
At New York
New York
At Brooklyn
Brooklyn-Chicag-

o

ot rain.

on account

R.
R.
R.

At Detroit
Detroit
Washington

.

At Minneapolis
Minneapolis
Toledo
At Kansas City
Kansas City
Indianapolis
At St. Paul
St. Paul
Columbus
is distributing

regi.-tratio- n,

DEPOSITORY

THE

2

LIABILITIES
Capital and Profits
Circulation

OF THE A.,

Deposits

&

T.

R.
1
2

H.E.
4
7

T

GEO.

WITH OUR PILSNER BEER

T. STAGG CO,,

DiBTiLLmmm
FRANKFORT, KY.

la what we are doing with every one who tests
its delicious flavor and strengthening qualities.
There is no warm weather beverage that can
compare with this refreshing drink on a warm
day. It is not only pleasant to taste but is in-

vigorating and wholesome.

SOLE AGENTS.

League.
R.
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3
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AUTOMATIC

Auto. Phot

PHONE 199.

292.

Aito, 'Phone
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Subscribe for The Citizen and
the nnws.
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ASK FOR DIAMOND ICE

No.

7 12

OLUB BUILDING.

City Undertaker TSSSfSSF

3
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3
1
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3

6 11
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' Prompt, Easy
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Recovery,

3

2
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9
2
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2
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R. H.E.
1

Colo. Phoos 93

316
Residence Auto. Thone No. 299
Bell Thone No. 115

COMMERCIAL

H.E.

5 10

2 dozen

A. BORDERS
Funeral Director
and Em balmer

R. H.E.
6 9
6 12

Of

Southwestern Brewery & Ice Company

H.E.

4

$3 per C3SI

quarts. $2 per case 2 dozen pints.

Albuquerque, New Mexico

H.E

6 12
2 11

SYSTEM

BOTTLED IN BOND.

0
4

1

RAILWAY

WHISKEY

H.E.

0

F.

S.

a--

1
4

H.E.

$281,165.1S

CELEBRATED

H.E.

3 8
7 14

259,40443
200,00000

20,000.00

O. F. C.
THE

5

2,401,760.74

Total

..

R.

I

Dividend No, 38

$2,881,165.18

Fred Stone, who up to recently was
R. H.E the A. & M. S. train master, thinks
8 11 1 Of Koine to Canada tn urvmvt
Mr. Stone feels proud
1
6 8 road position.
R. H. E. of the fact that no serious accident
5 7 1 ever happened wlille he was In charge
1
7 1 of the mountain road.

R,

American Association.
At Milwaukee
Milwaukee

Ix)ulBville

Total

postponed

York

Western
At Denver
Denver
Sioux City
Second Game
Denver
Sioux City
At Pueblo
Puablo
St. Joseph
At Omaha
Omaha
Des Moines

1

6 10
4 13

American League.
At Cleveland
Cleveland
Boston
Second Game
Cleveland
Boston
At St. Louis
St. Louis
Philadelphia
At Chicago
Chicago
New

I

H.E

1 10
4 11

8 16
6 11

game

RESOURCES
Loans and Discounts
11,198,504.82
Bonds, Stocks, Real Estate
55,428.12
Banking House and Furniture
88,500.00
United States Bonds....! 323,000.00
Cash and Exchange
1,265,732.12 1,588,73112

MELINI & EAKIN
,

Pittsburg

ALBUQUERQUE, N. M., AT THE CLOSE OF BUSINESS JUNE 30,

GAMES

Manager W. N. Townsend of the
Santa Fe base ball team, who was In
the city last night, stated to a reporter
of The Citizen that so far as he knew
Santa Fe would send a team to Albuquerque during the territorial fair to
participate la the base ball tournament.
It Is said that arrangements are
now being made among the fans of the
Capital City to secure a team composed of players In the Western
League, which league closes Its season Just about the time the fair opens.
If this Is done, Santa Fe Is sure to be
a prominent factor la the fair tournament.
x
El Paso Team Coming Sure.
Manager Houston today received a
telegram from the manager of the El
Paso Browns to send transportation
for the team, stating that the team
had made arrangements to come to
Albuquerque for two games Saturday
and Sunday. Manager Houston wired
the El Paso manager that he would
send the necessary transportation tomorrow.
Morencl Team Wants Games.
The Morencl, Aris., base ball club
has written to the manager of the
Browns, stating that the team will
make a tour of New Mexico the last
of next month and asks for games In
this city on August 25, 26 and 27.
(Nothing definite has been arranged,
but If the Morencl team makes the
trip there Is no doubt but that Manager Houston will give them games on
the dates mentioned.

report of the condition of the

al

First National Bamlz

Capital City Will Send Strong
Aggregation to Base
Ball Tournament.

broadcast various kinds
of literature, giving full information
j
drawing and
Denver, Colo., July 20. A dispatch about the
from Grand Junction says: Word has filing.
There will be ample accommodabe n received here from Washington tions for all,
and the officials promthat Grand Junction has been selected ise a strict enforcement of the law.
as one of the points of registration It will be necessary to go to tho drawfor the Uinta reserve ion opening. ing place at Provo, Utah, as each perCompetent committees have
been son successful in the drawing will be
named to make all arrangements for notified by mail and can go from
caring for the crowds, anu it Is un- Orand Junction direct to Vernal, the
derstood that all registrant ns from land office.
eat or Utah will take place tv re.
Buy It Now.
The merchants, hotel keeper, and
When you find It necesnary tn ufte
tradesmen In general have agreed not alvo
LieWltt's Witch liuzel Salve.
to raise prices nor to permit any ct It la use
lha purest and brut
Bores,
that will lead strangers to think thU Burns, Boils. Eczema, Blind,for Bledlng,
piles.
or
Protudln
ltchlnjr
they are being Imposed upon. The
Get the gen.
ulns DeWltt s Witch Huel Salve. Bold
chamber of commerce has Issued and by
drusglsts.
ail
'

Semi-annu-

COMING TO FAIR

WILLIE KEELER, NEW YORK AMERICAN LEAGUE TEAM'S GREAT OUTFIELDER AND HITTER, DECLARES LONG RUNNING CATC HES AND SENSATIONAL LONG DISTANCE THROWS TO THE PLATE.
80 INTERESTING TO FANS, WOULD BE ELIMINATED IF PACIFIC COAST SUGGESTION WAS CARRIED OUT BY THE RULE MAKERS.
Writ ten Especially for The Evening Cltl zen.
i
By W. H. Keeler,
Right Fielder and Leading Batter of the New York American League Team.

ca

f

SANTA FE TEAM

BOX IN THE OUTFIELDERS AND
YOU ADD TO

M, W. Flournoy, Sec.
-hip
j
m

V-Pr- es.
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Ths
. . (result thing . is. tlie world

r

M other' b Friend
applied eater
I. mo.t

harmie-U
really,
la
It. ceaeletency, moil happy in it. reeulta,
and i. ot such merit that no case ol labor
sh'juld so conducted without it. tu. It it

QUICKEL

MS

l.
-l
i
.i
Uvliliw on her children; the lore hr
ohild ihol have for her; without this
love .he could not endure the agoelae Incident to eruldliirth ; appreciative of this
a
lore, Mother'. Friend waa deviud to
the pain and angulah of childbirth,
be
that hoc love Bight sot .trained te the
breelcias peint. Mother. Friend does all
lai. endiHore it enable the fond mother
Is .peediljr recuperate from the labor, of"
aulernity, enable, her te retain her lost
strength, preeervet her youthful lines ol
beauty, and miWe. pregnancy her crows,
log Joy without any thorns to mar it.

ZEIGER CAFE

AND

&

MttUsttsLUMs

BOTH El Proprietors.

CLUB

E OOMS

FINE RESTAURANT IN CONNECTION
Finest Whiskies, Imported and Domestic Wines and
Cognac. The coolest and highest grade of lager
Finest and best imported and domestic Cigars. served.

t r1 1 rs 1 1 1 1

1 1 iTTirt

THE
ST. ELMO

ti m iHitmi ircn mntmml
FINEST
AND

WHISKIES,

BRANDIES,

WINES
ETC.

s liniment

for mat.age of the abdominal
snuelee during pregnancy, and by It. sas
their tonicity and power of contraction It
greatly snhanced, enabling them to .Haiti a tke great .train brought te bear oe
then st t.iie time. It te Mother'. Friend.
1 he asms .hould be enough to recent.
Pieed it te all whe enpect to be mothers,
tad iw free beak centaieini inforwiallccl
si pneeifls. valea le all expectant ewthere.

mttAOriCLD REGULATOR OO.
m
Atluntm, da.

JOSEPH BARNETT. Prop.
SAMPLE

AND

CLUBROOWS

120 West Railroad Avenue

Subscribe for The Citizen.
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One hundred and thirteen years ago, on Juno 14,
1792, the Hartford bank was organlaod under the charter
granted by the state a few weeks before, and Ita doors
were opened for business on August 8, 1792. It hag had
a continuous business existence since that date.

By The Citizen Publishing Company
W.
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new and up to date plant can bo Installed for
when
about $75,000.

W. T. McCREIGHT,

Business Manager.

PARAGRAPHS "A" AND "B."
The Water Supply company and Its organ, the
Morning Journal, net great store by tho paragraphs In
the special committee's report on the water question,
marked "A" and "B." They would fain persuade the
people that these articles are as true and unanswerable
sus the precepts of Holy Writ.
Hut, then, the company and its organ cannot be
blamed for this. A drowning man will grap at a straw.
With every fact and argument, looking to extension of
franchise, swept from beneath their feet by the
Indignation of tho people, they have but one
possible, refuge, and that Is to unload their
property upon the city at an enormotinly fictitious value.
To scare the people Into doing so unwise a thing, the water Interest, both company and organ, parades Its booga-boo- ,
and would have us all fall down In fear of It.
But the effort Is futile. It runy sesre children but it
Cannot scare men; for any one can sco that Instead of
being a mighty spook it is only a pumpkin on a pole. Let
tia look at It. "A" says: "We therefore conclude that the
establishment of a municipal water system in competi
tion with the Water Supply company would bo a ruinous7
enterprise for the city, and neither advisable nor practicable." And "B" says: "And even if sueh an enterprise could be made a sficoess, it would. In effect, be a
repudiation by the city of its contract and for that reason
la not to be considered."
We can but remember that these high and mighty
chunks of dogmatism, to which the organ and Its company are clinging for salvation, were, In the first place,
signed by but two of the special committee, Mr. Louis
Hfc!d absolutely refusing to sign them. Then, In the
second place, the council repudiated them, merely receiving the report but refusing to adopt it, thus discrediting these vaunted assumptions as utterly as a legislative
body can discredit any thing brought before it by a
mittee of Its own body. Then, In. the third place, these
vaunted paragraphs, to which the water Interests are
clinging with all the tenacity of a turtle which has taken
hold of a dog's tail, are simply the unsupported Ipse dixit,
the dogmatical assertion of the writer of the report.
Not one argument is adduced to support the statements
made; but these'on their very face are absurd as well as
false, ridiculous as well as untrue.
SOMETHING MORE THAN MERE BALDH EADED
AND UNCLOTHED ASSERTION WILL BE NEEDED
TO INDUCE THE PEOPLE OF ALBUQUERQUE TO
AND WORN
BUY AN ANTIQUATED, INEFFICIENT
OUT PLANT AT A FICTICIOUS VALUATION, WHEN
THE ESTABLISHMENT OF A MODERN, AMPLE AND
UP TO DATE PLANT WOULD COST CONSIDERABLY
LESS THAN $100,000.
well-inform-

O. DINSDALE
Boa'dlnfc Horses a Specialty

o. w.

LLARNARD

STRONG'S SONS
rrmoNQ

THE 8QUARE MUSIC

HKt

SUPERINTENDENTS

THINGS

THREAT THAT FAILS.
The water Journal throws out a threat that It would
be ruinous to the city to establish an Independent, up to
date and ample water plant, because the present Water
Supply company would enter Into competion with the
city. Tt9 organ, speaking for the company which It represents and in which It has so, large a financial interest,
ays:
"A municipal plant, in competion with an established
company must of necessity put the c!ty at a great dls-- .
advantage In the operation of its plant. The city Is no
more exempt from ruinous competition than any private
corporation or Individual would be exempt; and It Is not
likely that the competion would be any less disastrous
because the city happened to be a party thereto."
Now here Is ft? open and arrogant threat. It Is not
yen relied. It says p'ainly to the city of Albuquerque, If
you dare to have a plant of your own we will run you
oat of business by competition, and throw the loss of
your failure upon the tax payers. There Is no mlsunder
standing this undisguised threat, and the conduct of the
Albuquerque Water Supply company in connection with
the public schools shows that they would carry It out if
able to do eo.
Fortunately they are not able. A barking dog, says
the proverb, never bites; and fortunately in this case the
dog has no teeth. Time and time again has the Water
Supply company declared, nay sworn, and the Journal
water,
baa underwritten their oathes, that with
per thousand gallons, they could ,not comply with their
obligations to the city. NOW IT HAS BEEN SHOWN
THAT THE CITY CAN SUPPLY WATER. AT TEN
CENTS PER THOUSAND GALLONS, AND AT THAT
RATE MAKE PROFIT ENOUGH TO PAY ITS INTEREST AND FORM A SINKING FUND, BESIDES GETTING ITS OWN WATER FREE. HOW, THEN, CAN
THE WATER COMPANY ENTER INTO COMPETITION WITH THE CITY? CAN
WATER COMPETE WITH 5 TO 10 CENT WATER7 If the water
Supply company's plant IS SO INADEQUATE, OLD AND
EXPENSIVE TO OPERATE, THAT THE COMPANY
CANNOT LIVE ON
WATER, WITHOUT A
55 YEARS' EXTENSION, HOW CAN IT COMPETE
WITH A NEW CITY PLANT WHICH WILL ENABLE
THE CITY TO SUPPLY 6 TO 10 CENT WATER7 AND
WHY DOES THE CITY WANT TO BUY THE OLD
AND EXPENSIVE PLANTf
35-ce-

T

VIOLATION

OF CONTRACT.

The water Journal says: "Tho condition
'
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REDUCED PRICES
on Dental Work. Plates, $8.00;
Fillings,
Gold Crowne, $6.00;
$1.00 up. Teeth extracted without pain, 50c All guaranteed.

v

The Albuquerque Transfer Co.
bandies any old thing. Call
No. 110 West Gold avenue. Au- tomatlc 'phone 362. Bell 'phone
155 black.

ClosesJulv28
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NEW BANK

Fqr cash only
nothing
will be charged and nothing reserved.

Will not do you any good unless you
have some money to put In It. The
surest way to get money aheaa Is to
buy all your Clothing, Shoes, Dry
Goods, Underwear, Enamelware, Tin

B.

F. COPP, D.

D.

N. T. Armijo

kldft.

Boom

12,

S.

nest-buildin- g

P. Lommori,,.--

&

ware, Crockery, and of course, your
Groceries, at our store. We are the
acknowledged low price store In the
whole city. A few prices will give you
I
an Inkling of our fine goods:
If you pay $3.50 for a shoe, come
and look at ours at $2.50. If you pay
$4 for a shoe, come and look at ours,
at $3. If you pay $5 for a shoe, come
and look at ours at $3.50. If you pay
$6 for a shoe, come and look at ours
at $4. All plainly marked; one price j
to everybody. If you pay 35c or 40c!
for your coffee, try ours at 25c. No I
risk. Your money back If you want
it. If you pay 30c for coffee, try ours
for 20c. If you pay 75c or $1 for tea,
try ours, any kind Gunpowder, English Breakfast or Japan, at 50c. If
you pay 60c for tea, try ours any
kind you want, at 40c. Remember,
we guarantee all our goods. Your
money back if you want it.
THE CASH BUYERS' UNION,
Wm. Dolde, Proprietor.
Auto 'Phone, 692.
122 N. Second.
All goods delivered.

A. SIMPIER

Dealers In
GROCERIES, FLOUR, HAY, GRAIN
AND THE BEST OF MEAT8. IMPORTED GOODS A SPECIALTY.
Call at No. 624 West TIJeras Road.
Automatic Phona 109.
Old Telephone 276.
JEMEZ HOT

STAGE LINE

SPRINGS

Carries the United States mall; only
line with a. change of stock enroute;
good rigs, horses and drivers; leaves
Alblquerque every Tuesday and Saturday at 6 a.: m. For particulars, address W. L. Trimble & Co., agents,
Albuquerque, or J. B. BLOCK, pro- FOR
prietor, Perea, New Mexico.

"AMBULANCE"
THE SICK OR
JURED.
Prompt Service Day or Night.
MOVING

IN-

Zemstvo Congress Opens.
July 19. The zemstvo
Moscow,
0. W. STRONG'S SONS,
congress opened at midday today In
the residence of Prince Dolgorukoff.
Automatic, 147.
Colo. Phone, 75

BUILDING

THE HAPPY HOUSEWIFE
takes pride In her bread, and
cake making Knows the pleasure and
satisfaction to be had by the use of
Empress mills flour. She knows her
bread will be the whitest, sweetest,
most nutritious and healthful,
and
her cakea, pics and pastry dainty,
delicate and light
j
Who

,

....Matteucci.

BAPNETT

107 'South Second St.

;

M. BERGER
114 Wast Copper Ave.

"EMPRESS."

Ulelin i & Ealiin

WHOLESALE

,

LIQUOR AND CIGAR
DEALERS

Exclusive Atrents for Yellowstone
and O. F. C. Whiskies, Moet & Chandon White Seal Champagne, St. Louis A.
C.
B.
Bohemian and Jos. Schlitz Milwaukee Bottled Beers, and owners and
distributors of the Alvarado Whiskey. Write for our illustrated catalogue and
price list. Automatic Telephone 199.
Salesroom 111 South First Street,
Alhuqueroue New Mexico

O
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MADE FROM
PRESS OF SOUTHWEST

o

ACCOUNT a 5Q

I.

'CITED

THE BANK OF
TFT?)

Roswell's Bad Dilemma.
The Talmadge case is bound to do some temporary
Injury to the valley, no matter which way it goes. If
it be shown that there was a conspiracy against the
Tallmadge company, no doubt the company would not
only withdraw from the field but would do us whatever
harm it could In revenge. On the other band, should
Mr. Talmadge s guilt be proven, and the assertions of
hhe special agent be true as to the extent of illegal
operations, the scare and loss of title to lands In the
valley would .Injure the whole community. lloswell
Record.
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Is, simply,

the existence here of an established water system, owned
by the Water Supply company, of the existence of a
owned by that company and of a contract between
the city and he company, which have about fourteen
years to run." This is presented as an argument tfhy It
would be ruinous for the city to establish an independent water plant, and why by doing so the city would repudiate Its contract. But, then, the Journal forgets that
the Water Supply company has solemly declared that unless it shall get the extension of its franchise to the year
yeara from now. It will be impossible
1940, or thirty-fivfor it to live up to its franchise and comply with its

DON'T

Prop't. Z

Dlnudmlt,

We offer our entire stock
of shoes, consisting of
the very best makes of
Men's, Women's and Children's Shoes at cost, and
leas, for the next 20 day.

Dr. D. C. Labbe. of Chicago, has arrived in Albuquerque and will assist
Dr. Macbeth in the practice of dentistry in this city.

Reasonable
Rates
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OF SHOES

York.

Airy

HOTEL

of fire at 10:15 o'clock

Harry B. Welller, of the merchandise firm of H. B. Welller & company,
left this morning for a trip to New
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OUT SALE

caught fire a few days ago and had
not been entirely extinguished. After
smouldering for a couple of days the
fire broke out afresh. The cars were
almoRt entirely consumed. There was
only one alarm turned in, therefore,
the city department did not respond.

Is no excuse for complaint about

carbo-hydrate-

GREAT CLOSING

last night called out the fire department at the Santa Fe shops. The
blaze was in two box cars that had

BAR-

BARA CEMETERIES

o

Lancet expresses the opinion
the monot
ony of man's dally meals. A little exertion and enter
prise, he says, will enable any one to exclusively diversify his menu and without great expense. He says:
"In this connection It Is interesting to consider some
of the more or less odd mirterialB which man has been
led to choose for the purposes of food. Knvironment, of
course, must bo a factor In regard to this choice, and
necessity also. It is hard to imagine that earth would
be used for choice as food, and yet such has been the
case in many countries during famine. The Laplanders
mix earth with their bread, the Russian peasant uses a
'rock flour,' and the poorer classes In Hungary are driven
occasionally to eat an earth which contains but a trifling
proportion of nourishing principles. The use of seaweed
as food Is an example of the determining factors of both
necessity and environment. It Is not a little astonishing
to find what a number of seaweeds are really edible and
nourishing. Perhaps the best known example In this
country Is laver, which Js a kind of stew made from a
weed, an alga (Pbrphyra laclniata). The laver made on
the Devonshire coast, and to be found in some London
s'hops, is excellent.
The ea algae. Indeed, prove on
analysis to contain a considerable proportion of nitrogenous matter, and as they are usually tender they are
digestible. There are also several sea mosses which
are esteemed for their esculent properties. Agar-aga- r
Is another example of a seaweed yielding a nutrient
Jelly. It is supposed that the edible birds' nest so highly
esteemed when prepared in the form of soup by the
Chinese has its origin In the birds feeding upon agar- agar. On the other hand, it is said that the substance
of which the nest Is composed Is secreted from certain
glands which are developed during the
season, but which lose this function afterward.
The
viscid substance resembles the mucin or albumin excreted by the sublingual gland."
Among other odd .articles of food, the writer thinks
It proper to enumerate the turtle, since it Is the only
example of an edible reptile, at least In England. Even
frogs' legB, he saya, are rarely eaten there, though they
are easily digested, possess a delicate flavor and have
about the same nutritive value as chicken. He adds:
"Neither is the snail esteemed as an article of food
In this country, though in France it is partaken of in
large quantities, and so good is it that it has been called
Jthe poor man's oyster.' The edible snail, however. Is
a particular kind and Is generally collected In considerable number from the vineyards In the south of France.
Ia Spain the snail is served in a most excellent and
appetizing manner, and In Paris a disji of selected snails
Is reserved for the special use of the gourmet.
Coal
would appear to be a strange article of food, but instances are knows in which children and cats have been
often found consuming it in a not negligible quantity.
There is no evidence, however, although coal contains
an abundance of one of the most Important elements
of food 1. e., carbon that in this form It Is In the
least degree assimilated. It is almost Impossible to
oxidize by wet methods carbon In the free state, whereas
In combination with other elements, and especially
hydrogen, as in the
wet combustion in
the economy readily ensues.
Such Instances of odd
foods could be multiplied, but those quoted serve to
show the extraordinary range of material selected by
man for the purposes of food."
A

LAST NIGHT IN
SANTA FE YARDS

bond-ridde-

that there

DEALERS.

block'

UNDERTAKERS

o
From San Francisco Chronicle

LINDEMANN,

&

PIANOS FOR RENT

The Middlesex hospital in London has a plant producing three tons of Ice in twenty four hours, at a cost
of $2 a ton, against $5.46 a ton when purchased.

a

than ocr prices

ta not only lost, but also the interest on it for life. You cannot buy
reliable Instrument cheaper than we can sell it to you, and therefore, It
Is wise for you to see us before making a purchase.

STABLE

far-awa- y

SOME QUEER

Every Dollar you pay for a Piano more

Highland Livery

The Ostrich Inn at Colnbnxk, Middlesex, England,
has had an uninterrupted existence since the
days of King John. It was doing a thriving buslnesa before magna chart a was signed, and had qualified as a
veteran before Crecy was fought.

o
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Lesson to New Mexico.
The advance of farming and agricultural pursuits In
western Kansas is told In a few words in a recent editor
ial In the Kaunas City Times. This advancement Is so
astounding and so true that it should be taken into consideration with agricultural conditions in New Mexico.
WHiat has been accomplished in the past few years in
western Kansas, will, shall, and must be accomplished in
many sections of New Mexico, especially In the eastern
half of the territory.
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Give Him a Rest.
Thomas W. Iawson, of Boston, frenzied financier and
This was the pltifiul plea upon wh'.ch the demand now at odds with other frenzied financiers, Is becoming
was made for the illegal extension of the franchise, with very tiresome. He seems to care for nothing but to adell its present intolerable burdens. And not only did the vertise himself. The newspapers should give him a rest
water company declare this over and over, but the Jour and he will disappear as a dish of Ice cream on a warm
July afternoon set before a hungry Santa Fo boy or girl.
rial most vociferously swore to It.
Mexican.
It is evident the people will not extend the franchise. 'New
company
contract,
keep
Us
and
cannot
What then? The
A Weak Cauao.
THE CITY WILL BE NECESSITATED TO DECLARE
T. Bird of the Oasis and Reamer Ling of tha
Allen
THE CONTRACT BROKEN AND THE FRANCHISE Apache News, are out In favor of
Joint statehood. Well,
FORFEITED. In that case, what becotnes of paragraphs tome to think of It their interests are
rathei
as
long
as the tra
"A" and "B?" They would last about
than w hite, so nothing better could be expected of them.
ditional enow ball In hades, even if their assertions had Mesa Free Press.
any fact to support them. But they have not; for they
a weak causo
has to appeal to race prejuare false as to fact, falacious as to argument, and ridicul dice Ittoissecure adherents.whichNogales,
Arizona, Oasis.
ous as to contention.

JFurnltur and cfUturss,
.
Ra( Gstata,

$ 71.436.09

887.629.04
934.084.97
4.637.07
1

Capital,
Surplus and Profit

&

150.000.00

38.781.18
1.170.990.69

Deposits,

7.O44.70
$1,354,731.8?

$1,854,731.87

n

It has been discovered that the Paris beggars' guild
weekly, giving the news of frater
circulates a four-cen- t
nity doings, articles upon the latest discoveries and
means to wring tears and cash from the tenderhearted;
announcements of society affairs at hkh beggars may
hope for a rich haul; want advs., such as: ''A member
aeeka a colleague able to ulmuhue fits;" "Wanted, bllud
uoy,
preferred, able to p. ay the violin."
The police, having found the list of subscribers,
pect to be able to purge the chapel doors of watering
placet of many impo6ters. New York World.
curiy-neaae-

a

Large new stock just in.

Demlng Stock Shipments.
By reference tg another article giving the stock ship
ments from Demlng for the months of May and June,
total 43,781 It will be seen that there was something doing

Everybody welcome to look through
repository.
our large three-floo- r

WOOTTON & WOOTTON
(Successors to L. U. Thompson)

at our stockyards during that sixty days. The records
were kindly furnished us by Don Johnson, cattle Inspector at this post, and it la needless to say that while the
shipments were being made Mr. Johnson, lu tho discharge
of his duties, was a very busy man.

Stock growing has always been the leading Industry
In this part of New Mexico, and more cattle' are shipped
.
from Demlng than from any other station In the United
The water interest says that It will be ruinous for States, with the single exception of Aruiarllla, Texas.
Albuquerque to have her own water plant. To a man Demlng Graphic.
up a tree, it looks much more ruinous to continue for 35
years, or even 14, to pay 35 cents per thousand gallons
The development of water for irrigation, and intenfor water which tbo city can produce for 6 to 10 cents, sive an4 dry farming under proper direction and by bard
per thousands, or purchase an Inadequate and out of date working, sagacious HDd careful farmers will bring this
plant, burdened with some $200,000 of indebtedness. about "New Mexican.

R. L. WOOTTON

L. M. WOOTTON

Real Estate,

We Solicit a poitlon of your business, twenty-fivin this line. Call and see us.
- ...

high-grad- e

AND

Prices lower than ever.

HARNESS

i

Rentals

City Residence
Special Attention Given to Business and First-clas- s
- Owners.
Property and Its Management for
Our Motto: "Close attention to all business Intrusted to us, and
prompt returns."

Pleasure is yours when
you have one of our
...VEHICLES'

"""'"'

Loans and

j.

KORBER & CO

......123

SOUTH

years' experience

THIRD STREET.

.ALBUQUEKQUE EVENING CITIZEN.
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0
0
0
NEVER PRESENTED ITSELF.
0
0
Our Suite, Top Coats, Trousers, Hats and Furnishings must vacate.
0 Fall Wecampaign
don't want a vestige of Spring or Summer stock when we open the
and we won't liave If we can help It.
0
LOOK AT MY WINDOW AND CIRCULAR.
0
Can you afford to miss a sale, where the prlcee touch your purse so
0 gently?
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
.0 Fine Clothing and Furnishings
0

M. MM N BELL
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B
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A
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M

H.

n
n

It's getting to the time of the year when everything Summery must be
on the "retired list" so far aa this stors la concerned; yet, two full
wearing montha are ahead. A better chance to' buy Men'a, Boys' and Chlldren'a Clothing, Hats and
Haberdashery for lesa than actual value
put
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WHO GOES TO COURT TO INSIST THAT PEOPLE MISS ROOSEVELT MET AT CINCINNATI WERE ONLY PERSONS OF BEST
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TOWELS

Former price, 25c to 45c.

Now te

'ewhere.
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the time to lay In your supply of
better you can do here than
, ' ' 'TPC3UI1UIIH

Try ue, and see haw much

Towels.

M
M
M

of odds and ends of

Your Choice at 15c each

J

v

-

We place on sale a lot

u

i

1

TOWELS

-

1

ALBERT FABER

,

"

305 Railroad Avenoe.
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The Colorado Telephone Company.

N
M

Plumbing, Gas Fitting, and Dram Laying

J.

THE

C. &

A

L. & N

EXCELLENT ACCOMMODATIONS
LOCATION.
Splendid Restaurant
Reasonable Prices
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED
New Mexicans and Arlzonl ans spending the summer on , the
beaches are welcome to the use .of our Ladles' parlors and Gentlemen'a waiting rooms. Meet your friends there. Information and
writing materials free. Ladles. and children welcome.
excursion
and
All Depot cars atop at ths H ollenbeck. Electric
beach cars pass the door.

CENTRAL

-'

.

FOR

C

NEW

MEXICANS AND ARIZONIANS

BA LDRIDGE

NATIVE AND CHICAGO LUMBER
SHERMAN - WILLIAMS
PAINT Cover more,
look best, wear longest, mot economical,
full measure- -

riRT

Glass, Sash, Door, etc.

ALBUQUKRQUE. N. M.

'

OUR

83
149
98
.127V4
21

Room 18, N. T. Armijo Building.

you realize that you can get
MODERN Telephone Service today for
what you are paying for inferior
Do

service.
The only Long Distance Transmitters and Receivers; Wall or
Desk Sets; Long time contracts as
you wish; Lowest rates.

ixxxxxxxxixxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxuxxxxxxxxxxxxxmxxi
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NEW YORK SUPREME
Portland, Ore., July 20. ExperiJUDGE NEARLY SWAMPED
ments conducted In the Black Sands
annex to the Mines and Metallurgy
Albany, N. Y., July 21. The quea- building at the Lewis and Clark ex-- i tion of removal from office of Supreme
position have aimdy demonstrated Justice Warren B. Hooker of Fredonla,
the wonderful value ol the black came In a final form before the legislasands of the Paclflo Northwest, a min- ture today when Chairman Flsk of the
eral source which up to a' short time assembly committee on judiciary preago was undetermined M-l- o
importance. The experiments are being con- sented a concurrent resolution calling
removal of Justice Hooker on
ducted by Pror. Robert H. Richards, for the
ground that h e'had been wilfully
dean of the department of mining and the
metallurgy, of the Massachusetts In- guilty of corrupt, unlawful and ImChicago Live Stock.
moral acts, which
to bring and
Chicago, July 20. Cattle Receipts, stitute of Technology, and Fred H. have brought said tended
office of justice of
in-same
Instructor
Horton,
an
of
the
7,000, Including 500 Texans.
Market
supreme court and the adminissteady to firm. Good to prime steers, stitutlon. Dr. David T. Day, chief of the
of justice Into contempt, and
tration
remining
mineral
buieau
of
and
the
;
5.75
poor to medium, $3.65
$5.40
which show personal unfitness on the
5.65; stockers and feeders, $2.504.35; sources of the United States geological part of
said Warren B. Hooker to
sows, i2.&!4.40; heirers, $20)5; can- - survey, is supervising the Investiga- bold andthe
occupy the office of supreme
ners, $1.502.25;
bulls, $23.85; tion.
court Judge." The removal resolution
calves, $36.50; Texas fed steers,
The black sands, which are being was definitely defeated, the flnal vote
$3.404.75.
examined at the Lewis and Clark ex- standing: ayes 76; noes, 67, 100 votes
Sheep Receipts, 12,000;
market position, are found In many places on
steady; good to choice wethers, $4.90 the Pacific seabord, and are valuable being necessary to pass it.
5.25; fair to choice mixed, $44.85; because of the great variety of min- CHICAGO STRIKE IS
western sheep, $3.655.25; native erals which they contain. These inDWINDLING AWAY
lambs, $5.507.50; western lambs, $5 clude gold and platinum, tantalum,
Chicago,
20.
July
The strike of the
7.45.
which is used in manufacturing filaments for electrie lights; osmium, a lumber drivers in this city has been
Wool.
somewhat similar substance, which Is declared off. Six hundred striking
St. Louts, Mo., July 20. Wool mar- used for the same purpose; large employes of the lumber dealers voted
ket, steady; unchanged.
ouantities of maznetie iron ore: ehro- - on the question of ending the strike,
mite, which is used to give a deep anl were almost unanimous in favor
green to the enamel of Dorcelaln: r returning to their old places, re-Kansae City Live Stock.
Kansas City, Mo., July 20. Cattle-Rece- ipts, Iridosmine. which Is use for nrlntlne Kardless of the action of their fellow
6,000, including 2,00 south gold pens: such eems as garnets and i strikers. Other local unions of team
erners. Market steady. Native steers, topazes, and the minerals monozlte, 8ter8 Involved in the long struggle
$4.2505.50; southern steers, $34.25; rutile and zircon. Diamond dust also'a'nsi me Chicago employers' asso-will take a similar act by a
cows, $2.25Z3.50;
southern
native has been found, and It is possible that cliJtion,
cows and heifers, $3.255; stockers some diamon.ls lareo enough tn bn referendum vote, if the tecommenda
tne teamsters' Joint council
commercially valuable as gems, alsotlon8
and feeders, $2.754.40; bulls, $2.25
are
out. The departmen
4; calves, $3.505.75; western
fed may be discovered. Some years aco. f,tore carried
drivers have begun voting on
steers, $3.50(&5; western fed cows a diamond of considerable size was
or
calling oft the strike,
found in California. In Cherokee FlatsJ ""p. question
S2.75&5.25.
express
drivers and truck
hiieep Receipts, 5,000; market was Butte county, and this Is now on
wl11
teamsters
vote on the question
hil.ition in the Mines and Metallurgy
steady. Muttons. 13.75(3)6.25! lamhs i...!
.ifirKt
rnrntirinur
$47.4rt; range wethers, $35.65; fed uunuing at me iair.
'iL'
several concentrating macnines are nq RECORD on rhcwc
now being operated
iu the Black
OF NEARLY MILLION LOAN.
Sands annex, and these work on sevNew York, July 20. There fa no
eral different principles. Oue of the
Tonka, the usual cheat for obejets of the experiments is to
on any of the books of the
termine which machine is best
Mercantile Trust comnanv of a IfiRfi vanilla, costs one or two cents ed
to removing the mii!eial3 from the, 000 loan to which Horace C. Pemlng.
sands. One of them, luown as a hy-- ; president of that company, testified
a
ikaulic clUBsiticr, conaitis of a trough, before Superintendent
and
Schilling's Best vanilla a dol- into which water is forced from twen- - which was said to have Hendricks,
been held by
company
betubes,
enter
which
for five or six vearn in
from
lar.
low. When the band is fed into the he hands of President Alexander and
Comptroller
trough,
passes
through
it
Jordan of the Equitable
One is strong; the other is
the end of
the tubes, encountering
of k'fe as trustees. This announcempnt
fine. One is rank; the other is various strength. Thus currents
was
by State Bank R.
today
made
the heaviest
aralner Judson, who has been maklnz
fall
opening,
into
the
first
four-fifth- s
delicate.
Nevertheless
and others drop along until the last isi nls semi annual inspection of the
of "vanilla" is tonka-Th- reaciieu, wnen the very sUKUt current books of the trust company.
enables the lightest substance to fall
9S cents accounts for it.
to the bottom of the tube. Another GOLDFIELD PROSPECTORS
DIE IN DEATH VALLEY.
machine separates the minerals by a
magnetic process, thoso most sUHt-epOold
field,
N'ev., July 20. John Mlil- tible, like the magnetic iron ore. be- - in. E M. Titus
and Earl Wellor. of
Ing first removed, and the others in
leiiurion, uoio., lett Khyollte on June
progression,
an they are af 20 on a prospecting
into Death
fected. A third machine separates valley. Today Mullln trip
waa brought to
the various substances by a jigging Khyollte
motion, by means of which the heav- ble suffering he had from the terriundergone. rT
ier and lighter are sent into different told how Titus
Wellor wandered
channels.
The experiments are at- over the desert and
and In fifteen days
tracting a great deal of attention.
failcil to return.
It ls believed that
they have perished. Two horses and
nineteen burrog belonging to the
"FERNANDEZ" TONIGHT
party, also met death from thirst.

Iron and Bras Castings) Ore, Cool and
Lumber Car Shaftings; Pulltyi, Grd
Ban, Babbit Metih Columns and Iron
Front for Buildings,
4

j j j

FOUNDRY AND MACHINE
R. Pt HALL

WORKS

PfOQi

albuqierque, mw Mexico

Be RXJPPE3

we Fin

Prescriptions
R16HS.

j J

jgffi5

MmsmmtmrnanmaumaasEEm

Kext to Bank of Commarce

at consistent prices

203 West

R. R. Ave.

.

V

1

BUILDING PAPER Always In stock. Platter,
Lime, Cement, Paint,

BTRKKT ANO COAL AVK.

53

jfm.

book-makers,- "

ago and taken to a tepee on the banks
of the Rio Grande, near this city,
shows signs of improvement,
and perhaps, after all, she may recover.
'The' faithful buck is looking after
her every need. He is much encourThe suuaw seems to have ImExperiments Conducted at aged.
plicit faith in the powers of the medicine man and believes that her
Lewis and Clark Expowill restore her to health.
The case has aroused considerable
sition Show This
Interest among the physicians of this
city, and it Is said that there are sev-eiof them who are making dally
RICHEST OF
MINERAL SOURCES trips to the tepee for the purpose of
making a close study of her case.

Missouri Pacific
Metropolitan
'
Mexican Central
147
New York Central
86
Norfolk
104
Reading, common
Pennsylvania
..142
31
Rock Island, common
Republic Iron & Steel, common 20
82
Republic Iron & Steel, pfd
64
Southern Pacific
180
St. Paul
33
Southern Railway
86
T. C. & I
, 33
Texas Pacific
128
Union Pacific, common
S4
U. S. S., common
U. S. 8., pfd
:.102
52
O. & W
4

LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA

HEADQUARTERS

0

Erie, common
Erie, first

HOTEL
JNO. S. MITCHELL

HOLLENBECK
B1LICKE

C.

MARKETS

L. Bell Co.

'

fiancee of Representative Nicholas 3
Longworth, and asserts that Long-wortIntroduced MiMS Roosevelt to a
"band of
which is alleged to Include Rhinock.
Khlnook is well known all through
the south as a spender, and is also
intensely interested In horse racing.
Mr. Rhinock says that Miss Roosevelt
met only persons of repute at Cincinnati, and that he proposes to prosecute Mr. Criswell to a finish.

This Is Representative Joseph L.
Rrinock 'of the Sixth congressional
district of Kentucky, who has caused
YOU OUGHT TO TRY THE HIGH
the
arrest of Robert W. Criswell, pubDO.
WE
WORK
PLUMBING
GRADE
WOOL
STOCK
MONEY - METAL
of a New York society paper,
lisher
TO PAY US A FAIR PRICE FOR A
on a charge of criminal libel.
The trouble comes out of a visit of
WILL SAVE YOU
GOOD JOB,
Closing quotations Received by Levy Miss Alice Roosevelt to Cincinnati.
MONEY tN THE END, AS WELL AS
Bios., Correspondents for Logan
The article, which Is admitted to have
& Bryan. Barnett Building.
been hot stuff, spoke of the presiFUTURE REGRET.
dent's daughter as the prospective
83
Amalgamated Copper
138
American Sugar
86V4 BLACK SANDS
Atchison, common
pfd
Atchison,
......102
AVENUM
122 WEST SILVER
114
Baltimore & Ohio
PROVE VALUABLE
69
Brooklyn Rapid Transit
Automatic Telephone, No. 647.
45
& Iron
Colorado
Fuel
Colorado Telephone, No. 78 Red.
Chicago, Great Western, common 20

COAL YARD

Is chock full of coal that will gladden
your heart and warm your house
Fill your bins for
when Its cold.
next winter now and avoid the rush.
LOOK

American Block coal, the best Gallup
mined. Cerrilloa Lump, the standard
heating coal. All sizes of hard coal.
WOOD
Factory wood, $3.00 full load; Green
Mill wood, 12.00 full load.

Eureka White Lime.
HAHN'S COAL YARD.
Colo. Phone, 45.
Auto Phone, 416.

EAST

for

P

Electrical Work
......WE WILL WIRE

YOUR

STORE

OR

RESIDENCE-

.-,

In the Safest and Most Up to Date Manner

AT A REASONABLE COST
We Make

i

a Specialty of Electric Pumping'
SUITABLE FOR RESIDENCES.
Estimate Choerfulfy Given.

Southwestern

Electric

& Construction

Outfits,

Co.,

certain amount;

Have You Noticed the Domestic Finish

tnt

ty-fo-

Chicago and return, $5250, with final limit of October 31, or $49.75
good for sixty days.
St. Louis and return, $44.60, with flnal limit of October 81, or $43.80,
good for sixty days.
TICKETS ON 8ALE DAILY UNTIL SEPTEMBER 30.
Denver and return, $25.15.
Colorado SprlngB and return, $22.15.
Pueblo and return, $20.15.
Glenwood Springs and return, $36.15, via Pueblo, or $41.15 via Denver.

HOLD-U-

is not what you find
when we are employed to do your : :

I

.....

SUMMER EXCURSIONS

A

s

Ws give on

i

durable it Is.

our laundry

work?

Notice how long it keeps its

We turn out linen, white as sno

e

Try it and

and

see how
finish,

free from all

specks or wrinkles.'

-

Tickets on Sale Daily Until October
F. L. MYERS,

15.

AgentA. T.

Final Limit Oct. 31st
& S. I

Ry.

Co.
Imperial Laundry
WAGONS"
'RED

half-craze-

iActc
nmunj

TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY

ncrircnc
acted
ui i itLitj niiL.iv
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ACONVICT AT SANTA
dress-sui- t
WANTED Cl,ood, second-bancase. Address Z., Citizen ofHarvey II. Green, who yesterday
fice.
,)
completed a term in the territorial
penitentiary at Santa Fe, and was to
DELIBERATE EFFORT TO
bave bet,n relyaBed) ,8 ke, tQ be do.
failed. prIved of hg liberty for a few yeais
longer- - Green ls wanted by tne
ouio, July 20 vyiiat is be- - ,ff of MorrU
Kanga3 for burg.
No risk la taken when you place
a
deliberate
been
to
have
lleved
an(1 iaroeny
your
order for drugs or family medl
leiupi j tticin uuiluiajuuu ia&ocuHowever, it is not known whether
ge rtrain No. 509, on the Cleveland, the prison authorities at Santa Fe clnes with us. We fill every prescripAkron & Columbus railway, was dis- held Green pending the arrival of the tion in a careful, accurate way and
covered Just in time to prevent a Kansas sheriff, as that officer did not guarantee the quality. Ask your docserious accident at Barberton late secure the
necessary
requisition tor.
last night. James McGraw was caught papers from Governor Hoch at
a
switch.
having
thrown
He
after
to be served upon Governor
H. O'RIELLY CO.,
claimed that he had made a bet that Otero, until Tuesday,
he could throw the switch. He was
The Kansas sheriff was due to arDRUGGISTS.
charged with tampering with railroad rive In Santa Fe last night. He had
property.
Planned to get his man as ha stepped
Free delivery In the city. Mall ora
iiom tne doors of the New Mexico J ere eent out the same day they are re-Subscribe for The Evening Citlien. penitentiary.
d

Bhor-Akro-

at-;ar- y

To-pek-

J.

AT THE CASINO NEW

The bill at the Casino will be
changed tonight, "Fernandez" taking
the place of ' Fra Diavalo," which has
been the attraction since the first of
the week. The management announces
that the new bill is equally ag good,
If not better, than those put on by
Mr. Wade and his popular company
during the past few weeks.

NATURE MAY RESTORE

.

INDIAN WOMAN'S HEALTH
The squaw of Meguellto, the Navajo
medicine man. who was removed from
St. Joseph's sanitarium a few dayi

Rio Grande Lumber Co.

YORK WILL

INVESTIGATE INSURANCE

General Building Supplies
SCREEN DOORS

All nny, July 20.

Gov. Illcoiins this
afternoon sent to the legislature a
message recommending for its consideration the appointment of a Joint
commission to Investigate the business
of life Insurance as carried on in this
state. In the senate Senator Armstrong immediately introduced a concurrent resolution providing for the
appointment of a special Joint commit,
tee of thro senators and five assemblymen to undertake the Investigation.
William S. Ziegler. head bell boy at
the Alvarado. returned last night
from a month's visit to his home In
Philadelphia.

I

Foth Phonts.

A. H. HEYN, Mgr.

CITIZEN

ADS.

3d and Marquette

RESULTS

FACE

EVKNING CITIZEN.

A I .nUQITFKQTTF,

'

tlX.

ECONOMIST

Th

BEDSPREADS Large size, white
8preodt; tome fringed; other
hemmed; pretty patterns; reguy.
.
larly sold at $1.50.

J. 10

"The Recollection

of Quality Remains Long After

1.95

With Special Offerings In Sheets, Sheet'

rit.

8lze
8lze
Size
Size
Size
Sizo

GREAT VALUES.
inch 65c kind at....!n
72x90 Inch 75o kind at....
81x90 Inch 75o kind at....KJC
81x90 Inch 80c kind at....(K)
81x90 Inch 85o kind at.... 75
90x90 Inch 85o kind at....75
90x108 Inch SI kind at....8l
fs.ixQO

Prices

at radical

750

79t

Unbleached Sheets
Size 81x90 Inch

Inch worth 12'2o at 10d
c
Inch worth 15c
Inch worth 18o at..l5
Inchworth 12'ao at 10
Inch worth 15o at..
at.-lS'i-

lnch--wo-

20c

rth

at..lSc
15

BLEACHED SHEETINGS.
good quality, pr yd
4
9.4 good quality pr yd
10-- 4
good quality pr yd
best quality pr yd.
10-- 4
best quality pr yd
9- - 4
Unbleached Sheeting pr yd
10- - 4
Unbleached sheeting pr yd

8--

.......

9-- 4

Inch
Inch
Inch
Inch

Inch
Inch

PILLOW CASINGS.
special, pr yd
special pr yd.
special pr yd
Tubing, pr yd
Tubing pr yd
Tubing pr yd

Lot

2

Lot

3

32
20
23

yd.. 15
yd.. 20
pr yd.. 30
pr yd.. 40
pr yd.. 50

UNIONBEL
nccirni

75c and 85c white and Colored Waists at, choice

of fine shirt waists worth up to $1 each. Choice
Fine shirt waists that sold regularly at 1.25. Choice
All our fin waist worth dollar and a half each. Choice
All shirt waists worth from 1.75 to $2 each. Choice
Handsome shirt waists of fine white Lawns and Swisses, rlcly
former prices 2.25 and 2.50 each. Choice

Hundred

WHITE LINEN SUIT8, reduced as
follows:
$7.98
$10.50 Suits at
$12.50
$17.50 Suits at

$6.50, at $2.98.
MOHAIR BRILLIANTINE SUITS
Dotted effect, In Blue and Black;
but a few left to close; were $750,
at $3.98.

$22.50

Suits at

$15.00

THE SEARCH FOR JOHN D'S DAD

if

Afmrnoon Dispatches,
airwMntl"1
t
City and County Circulation.
The Largest Mew Mexico Circulation,
harvest Northern Aiisona Circulation.

1-2- 5

trimmed
1.50

FOR THE COMFORT AND PROTECTION OF YOUR
FACE AND HANDS DURING THESE
HOT
DAY3.
IMPORTED
AND DOMESTIC COLD CREAMS, TALCUM
POWDERS, TOILET

osrcosH-

-

'

WATER 8, ETC.

B. H. BR1GGS & CO.,
Props. Alvarado Pharmacy
t&tBTRKKT

BOTHZPHOMmm

BERNALILLO COUNTY.

OFFICIAL PAPER OF
CITY OF ALBUQUERQUE.

60
75
95

Wc Sell Everything

i

DiPFR OF

45

The biggest bargain ever! Several dozen of the very daintiest shirt
waists made of white lawns and fancy madras trimmed with lace or embroideries, tucks and plaits perfect fitting and regular 75c to 85c value
at, choice
454

$6.50.

V!

f- -rr

81

Phenomenal Shirtwaist Sale

QUCOvEREfr

;- -i

and

With the new white linen suits, so stylish at the present time, It Is
quite necessary the costume should be completed with a finishing touch
which Is best given by one of the new white linen parasols; we offer th
best selection In the city, some with natural wood, others with plain whits
handles, trimmed with bow. Prices, lowest here, range $2.95, $2.50, $1.95
"d

FASHIONABLE MOHAIR SUITS
In Black, Blue and Brown; th
latest cut, and guaranteed fit. Actual worth, $10.50, at $5.
8UIT8
CHIFFON TAFFETA
Warranted all pure silk; the swell-ea- t
suits Imaginable; regular price,
$15. Closing price this week, $9.98.
WHITE LINEN 8KIRTS hav
Specially
another cut.
priced for this week from $2.98 to

SUMMER
WEIGHT
LIGHT
WALKING SKIRTS Plain Colors,,
and fancy novelties; also accor-deo- n
pleated Skirts of Greon,
Blue or Red Wool Henrietta; remarkable values and worth from
$4.50 to $5, at $2.98.
WALKING SKIRTS Of all wool
Homespuns and Fancy Worsteds;
newest cut and shape; values
$5.50 to $7.50, at $3.85.
SUITS OF WASH VOILES Good,
stylishly
colorings,
serviceable
made; well fitting; regular price,

WEIGHT CHAMPIONSHIP

,

heels

..WHITE LINEN PARASOLS..

specials below.

MAN WINS WELTER-

matter.

35c

few-stron-

Jeweled Back Comas, richly ornamented in light and dark effects-w- orth
1.50 to $2. Each at
954

Published Dally and Weekly.
Br The Citizen Publishing Company.
Entered at poetofflce tor transmission through the mails as second class

Allover black lace lisle hose; variety of patterns; double
toes; pure Hermedorf dye. Sale price, per pair, 35c, or 3 for

stylish garments at the most radical
Seasonable
clearicg sale prices. We enumerate a

Fancy Back Combs

10
12V40
15
15
17
19

Women's 60c Lace Lisle Hose

Great Offerings In Women's
Wearing Apparel

values up to 25c pr
values up to 35c pr

4

. . . .

Special ....HOSIER Y.... Values

Sheets, Sheetings, Bed Spreads, etc.

values up to 45c
Lot 5 values up to 60c
Lot 6 values up to 75c
Lot 7 values up to 1.50 pr yd.. 05

Lot

21tf
23
2.
2f

EVENING CITIZEN

will

these embroideries must movo
and move rapidly. Hence the cut In
price. It will pay you to come and
see. Prices run as follows:
Lot 1 values up to 20 pr yd..!2Vic

Pillow Cases
Size 42x36
Size 42x36
Size 42x36
Size 45x36
Size 45x36
Size 45x36

Prices

reductions.

large

.49J

60c quality at.

of yards of the finest
In matched sets

barely cover their original cost, but
what else Is there to be donef
Our stock of Embroideries Is too

C9

special
Size 81x90 Inch special
Size 90x90 inch special

8lze 72x90 Inch

Accordingly Low

THOUSANDS

Hemstitched Sheets

42
45
50
42
45
60

BARGAINS are quickly picked up by women that
know. It does not take long for the thrifty and shrewd
housekeeper to detect a REAL BARGAIN when she sees
one. Notwithstanding the very warm weather of last week
Albuquerque women showed unusual interest in our Line a
Sale. We are certainly more than pleased with the result
and, we venture to say, folks that attended this sale are
likewise satisfied with their purchases. Tee Linen sale
will continue another week with additional offerings in

EMBROIDERIES

MATCHED

lngst Pillowcases and Bedspreads

DEAL

Sale of

Extra large,
COUNTERPANES
white, Crochet Bed Spreads; Marseille pattern; firm weave; ordinarily sold at $2.50. a Special,

the Price Is Forgotten."

SeGond Week of the Great Linen Sale
HEMMED SHEETS

m
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mud OOLO AVM.

- .

Vrvmm,

V

bat-fee-

TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION.
Dally by mall, 1 year In advance J 5.00
.60
Daily by mail, one month
60
Dally by carrier, one month
20
Dally by carrier, one week
S OO
Weekly by mail, one year
The Evening Citizen will be delivered in the city at the low rate of 20
cents per week, or for 60 cent per
month when paid monthly.
Rate for Advertising can be bad on
application.

VICTORIOUS BUDDY RYAN.
Sun Francisco. Julv 20. Buddv Rv

an, of Chicago, was awarded the wel-- j
terweigm cnampionsmp in me wwru-tlet- h
round
round or a twenty-fivfight with George Peterson, of San
Francisco last night. Peterson's seconds threw up the sponge after the lo- e

Subscribers will confer a favor by
ootlflying us Immediately of any nondelivery of the paper.

STRANGER

0.

f

O

FIRST

ULSii-

svi

---

GEORGE PETERSON.
cal man had been repeatedly knocked
down in the last two rounds.
In the nineteenth round Peterson
was floored five times before he managed to regain his feet lefore the
count was concluded.
DEF12ATED

Sec

12 11

nett, Albuquerque, N. M.

(FroHt)
Amlile W., br. m., C. W.

Hays, Colorado Springs,
(Cassaday)
Joe Younger, hi. g., F. J.
Newman, Aspen, Colo.,
(Hayes)
Lady Engln, r. m., Johnson & Farley, Colorado
Springs, (Johnson) ...

2:18, 2:13,

1 1 3 3 5 3

4

24 12

2

2 3 2 4 4 4

3 4 5 6 3 5

2:23V4,

TO LOUISVILLE, Ky., DENVER, COLORADO
SPRINGS AND PUEBLO, Colo., CHICAGO, ST.
LOUIS. MEMPHIS, KANSAS CITY, AND ALL
POINTS NORTH AND EAST

....

....

VIA

and
Rock Island Systems

,1

ft;.-A.---

400.

6 5

HX

M

LITIGATION OVER
RESTRICTING

Jess C, e. f., J. Gutshell,
Denver, (Franks)
Stranger O., b. g., J. Har-

41

SCEH

HEATS

TWO

VWrV'
ijlz OI56UISEO

t tourer

Tuesday proved to be the best day
of the present race meeting at Col
orado Springs. Six thousand people
eaw a card of seven exciting races, ol
which the 2:09 pace was the feature.
Six heats were necessary to decide
C,
this rare, which was won by Jess Bara Denver mare. Stranger O., Joe
the
nett's crack gelding, a favorite in hanbetting, took the first two heats
was
dily, and in the third heat
tr h hoard. eceut for a
few early birds, who managed to get
In considerable money ny puiuug
down 10 to 3. Jess C, was offered at
8 to 1 and upwards, and surprised me
talent by winning the rare. Stranger
O., coining In second. Amble V., took
the fourth heat in an exciting finish,
while Jess C. took the next two, winning the race:
First race, 2:09 pace, weight for
ae, five pounds below 6Cale; purse,

2:21 and 2:21.

V,;ifr.:i?W'

AR.TH
tlira
14.

i

Colorado Springs.

lTlme,

.l

TRAltt"

To
.

LOW RATE
EXCURSIONS

O-

GETS

Barnett's Crack Gelding
ond In 2:09 Pace at

THE

.

It,

e

INSIDE THE MONEY

WON

--

CHICAG-

El Paso Northeastern

Ail letters and remittances should
be addressed to The Citizen Publishing Company. Drafts, checks and
and ezpresi money orders must
be made payable to the order of the
company.
OUR TELEPHONES:
Bell. 16.
Automatic. 183.
post-offic-

H

'

2:224,

Silver City, N.

ORDER

July 20. G. L.
Turner & Sou, who do a merchandise
business at Santa Rita, N. M., have
brought suit against the Santa Rita
Mining company aud the Santa Rita
Store company for $5u,000 damages.
This suit. It is understood, was
brought by the plalutiffa on account
of an alleged order issued by the
Sauta Rita Mining company, ordering
all their employes and servants not
to trade with the plaintiffs uuder penalty of being discharged.
This is quite an extraordinary suit
and is attracting considerable atteu- tlou among the residents of this

"POPE"

M.,

SCHRADER TO BUILD
CHURCH AT EL PASO

"Pope" Schrador, of the Divine
Catholic church, better known as the
"divine healer,' accompanied oy a
couple of his deacons, is In El Paso
from the New Jerusalem, Socorro
county. New Mexico. They announce
that they Intend to build a church of
their faith lu that city. I he New
Jerusalem Is booming, according to
A. U. Cordova, one of the deasons. Although established only three years,
they claim a population of about 600.
They will spend a week or ten days
In El Paso.
IT IS
BREAD
FLOUR.

EASY

WITH

TO

MAKE GOOD
CLUB
HOUftB

dad. Nobody seems to know
The most wanted man in the United States today Is John D. Rockefeller's
why he is wanted, but the general opinion is that the mystery of his disappearance must be cleared up. For
this reason The Evening Citizen organized a journalistic expedition which traversed a large chunk of territory.
Many patriarchs were seen who bore a resemblance to the picture printed in McClure's Magazine. The expedition is compelled to report progress only, and the search la stHl on.
reduced, and many willing hands did
their best for "poor Joe." At this
writing the results of his Injuries canNEAR KELLY, N. M. not be foretold,
but all that medical
skill and the kindness of a host of

SERIOUS ACCIDENT

J. H. JAMES BADLY INJURED IN A friends can do will be done. Meanwhile we wiil hope for the best.
RUNAWAY.
A. L. J1E1STER.

Word has come to Roswell of the
death of Mrs. Light Wells, daughter
of W. T. Wells, of California. She
left that city last fall with her parents, and had lived there many years
previous to that time. She was 17
years old. Consumption caused ier
death.

Special Correspondence.
Rev. French, presiding elder of the
Three Good and Just Reasons.
Kelly, N. M., July 18. The many M. E. church, south, Roswell district,
friends of J. H. James, your sometimes received a telegram from Rev. S. R. There ar three reasons why mothers
at Denver .Btating that Mrs.
One Minute Cough Cure: First.
correspondent, will be grieved to hear Twltty
Twltty Is ill at thai place and that prefer
It is absolutely harmless; Second, It
of bis misfortune on Sunday, the 16th
a few days. tastes good children love It; Third, it
for
come
cannot
home
he
Instant. Mr. James, accompanied by For that reason the quarterly meeting cures Couiche. Croup and Whooping
Cough when other remedies fall. Sold
L. R. Habcock, started for Kosedale.
the local M. E. church, south, is
When about six miles from Kelly and of
telegram
postponed.
The
Indefinitely
going down a bill some slight acci gave no particulars of Mrs. Twltty's
News has been received at Alam- dent occurred tiud the carriage pole illness, and for that reason it is be gordo from J. L. Lawson, an attorney
.
dropped from the
There
of this place, who went to Johns Hop-'kln- s
being no brake on the carriage it of lieved that her case is not serious.
hospital,
several
Baltimore,
course ran against the spirited horses
buy
Chamberlain's
to
la
Now
the time
Chiillc, Cholera ami Dttirrhnra Remedy. weeks for treatment for some trou-- 1
and they at once ran away.
or ble of side or spleen, that he had un
certain to be needed sooner you
It was a bad place for a runaway, It to and
when that time cornea
and in a rla.sh a front wheel struck a latrr
you
badly
It dergone a surgical operation and was
will
need
will neeJ It
huge boulder, throwing Mr. Babcock quickly. Ruy It now. It may save life.
in bad condition.
clear off the seat and twenty feet to For sale by all dealers.
one side. With rare presenco of mind
Mr. Habcock, knowing he bad to quit
the rig, grabbed young Ixuls and took
him with him, and although both
were badly shaken up and bruised,
neither sustained any serious injury.
SALE TEN MILLION BOXES A YEAR
Mr. James was not so fortunate. After
staying with the team for nearly half
a mile and doing bis best to control
them, Joe made up his mind to Jump.
Iiy this time the team was going like
the wind and the shock was terrible.
The left knee cap was dreadfully
CANDY CATHARTIC-JJT
bruised, if not broken aud misplaced,
the right leg broken above the ankle,
besides other cuts and bruises.
Mr. James was brought
back to
BOWEL TROUBLES
V ii PREVENT ALL SUMMER
Kelly with all possible haste. Dr.
i
in
mi
mi in mum
mi
mm'
iiinniii.ii
imiii mi
lillua was summoned,

LIBERAL RETURN LIMIT
Finest Equipment
Fastest Schedules
DOUBLE DAILY SERVICE
Dining; Cars all the Way

Short Line East

Fir further information call

or address

6. P. A., E. P.
System, El Paso Tex

Y. R. STILOS,
N. E.

DENVER
&

GRANDE
RIO SYSTEM
'Scenic Line of the World' '

neck-yoke-

The Best Hot Weather Medicine

VV

the fractures

i

i

Shortest and quickest Una frsm
Santa Fs to Denver, Pueblo and Colorado Springs, and all Colorado points.
Connection at Denver and Pueblo with
all lines east and west Tims as quick
and rates aa low as by other lines.
PULLMAN
DINING
8LEEPER3.
CARS, TOURIST CARS, CHAIR
CARS.
On all through

trains.

No tiresome

delaya at any station.
For Illustrated advertising
matter
or Information, address or apply to

S. K. HOOPER, G. P & LT.JA.., Denver, Colo.
A S. BARNEY, T. P. A., Santa Fe, New Mex.
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WE'VE A MAN ON THE SPOT
To measure your windows when you
need shades. We have the largest
stock of shade cloth In the city and
pay especial attention to large and
odd size shades for stores and dwellings. Lot ns figure with you. Also
a complete line of Carpets, Rugs, Linoleums, Lace Curtains, Couch Covers,
and Cafe and Tapestry Portieres. r
J. O. EMMONS,
Successor to Futrelle Furniture Company, corner of Coal Avenue and
Second Street. Auto, 'phone, 474.
Bell 'phone, 155.

Have You Seen

Jew

Houses We are Offering for Sale

north Eighth Street on the Installment Plan?

Railroad Topi

YMF

WITH

A circular hag been issued to the
strike breakers employed in the Santa
Fo shops at Topeka, enumerating. the
Owing to the wholesale business be grievances the men were suffering at
lng done by ticket scalpers operating Uue hands of the Santa Fe company
In Portland and other cities In the and urging them to join the union and
northwest, the various passenger as- stop work. In spite of the vigilance
sociations have begun a relentless of the ofQcials, many of the circulars
campaign against ticket brokers. A found their way Into the shops
large number of arrests have been
C. A. Alnsworth of Kansas City, armade In Portland and a bitter fight
will be waged between the railroads rived In the city last night, and to
day took charge of the news departand the brokers' association.
If the railroads cannot win in the ment of the Harvey system at this
courts it Is said that the special rates point. He succeeds Otto Hahn, who
from various sections of the country! has been transferred to the Los Anfor Portland, made on account of the geles headquarters of the Harvey
VIGOROUS WAR BEGUN
UPON TICKET SCALPERS.

Lewis and Clark centennial exposl News department.
tlon will be withdrawn.
Following the adontlon of A
The Roswell Register says: .Wm.'can locomotives, of American union.
Mulligan, one of the contractors whojing machines and many other Indus- have in charge the work on the Tex- - trial devices comes the information
cut-of- f
of the Santa Fe, that the German railroads have adopt
came down from Texlco last night In ed the American idea of the railroad
search of men to work on the big job. descriptive folder, which Is meeting
He says that the big undertaking is wun marKea success.
satisfactorily,
progressing
but that
there is one drawback In the way of P. Walsh, general baggage agent of
lack of men. He states that the con- the Santa Fe. arrived in the city last
tractors will begin to lay track about mgui irom me east, and len for a
the first of next month.
trip over the Rio Grande division. He
will return to Albuquerque tomorrow.
A majority of the conductors of the
"El Paso division of the O. H. & 8. A.
Traveling Agent C. W. Cook, of the
have decided In favor of the blue cloth Santa
left for Las Vegas today to
uniform In preference to the alpaca attend Fe,
to official business.
coat, and the blue uniform has thereThe
fore been adopted as standard.
F. P. Barnes, master mechanic for
matter had been submitted to the con- the Santa Fe at Raton, was in the
opinion.
cloth
The
ductors for their
city today on business,
m
coat met with their favor because the
George Rue, who was engineer on
alpaca Is not sufficiently warm for
out of El me santa
branch, has re.
y night runs on the division
tui ned to Las Vegas.
Paso.

Those

PAGE SEVEN.

M.

JOHN

Nome

iasbv

MOORE

Paying

Penult

REALTY

CO.,

2J9 West Gold Avenue

lco-Bcle-n

te-Lam-y

Thomas McBride, of Raton,
received the sad intelligence
that her brother, William McArdle,
was killed in an accident on the Wabash railway, near Decatur, I... Mr.
McArdle was an engineer running between Decatur and Chicago. Instructions were wired to Decatur to have
the body sent to Raton. Mr. McArdle
worked on the Santa Fe for many
years in the capacity of fireman, running out of Raton.
Mrs.

N. M.,

NOTICE.
On and after August 1, the office of
the Albuquerque Gas, Electric Lieht
& Power company, which has been lo
cated at the coiner of Railroad ave
nue and Broadway, will occupy the
rooms In the Gleckler block, at the
corner of Gold avenue and Fourth

street

o

Ernest

Meyers, wholesale liauor
merchant, made a trip to Santa Fe toColic,
Cholera and day, where he went to look after
Chamberlain's
business for his house.
Diarrhoea Remedy The Best
in Existence.
Indigestion Cured.
T. M. Wood, manager of the Whits
There Is no case of Indlsestlon. Dys
County News, Beebe, Ark... Is a repre- pepsia
o
Stomach Trouble that will not
sentative southern business man, who yield to the
digestive and strengthening
does not hesitate In expressing" his good nnuence
or K.moi uyspepsia cure. This
opinion of a well known remedy. He remedy takes
the strain off the stomach
ays, "It gives me pleasure to recomdigesting what you eat and allowing
mend Chamberlain's Cholio,- Cholera and by
It
grows strong again.
to
rest
until
Diarrhoea Remedy, having- used It my- Kodol Dyspepsia itCure
quick and
self and In my family with the best re- permanent relief from affords
Indigestion and
sults. In fact I believe It to be the best all stomach troubles, builds
up the sysremedy of the kind In existence.
Sold tem and so purines
that disease cannot
by all dealers.
attack and gain a foothold as when In
o
a
weakaned
condition.
Sold by all
by drugglatOL
Governor Otero, accomnaniod
Judge Matt G. Reynolds of St. Louis,'
o
W. N. Townsend, of the firm of
ia planning a trip to the trout streams
Townsend & Akers, at Santa Fe,
of Taos county.
liquor dealers, spent last night
Cholera Infantum,
in the city on business, and returned
E.
N.
daughter
of
Ruth, the little
Dewey, of Agnewvllle. Va., was serious- to the capital this morning.
ly 111 of cholera Infantum last summer.
"We gave her up and did not expect her
to live from one hour to another," ha
says. "1 happened to think of Chamberlain's Chollc, Cholera and Diarrhoea
Rpmedy and got a bottle of It from the
store. In five hours I saw a change for
the better. We kept on giving It and
before she had taken the half of one
small bottle she was well." This remedy
Is for sale by all dealers.
'

re-ta- ll

Mrs. J. A. Musser, who visited ret
atlves and friends in Durango, Colo.,

passed through the city going to her
home at Prescott last night.
Builds tip the system; puts pure,
rich blood In the veins; makes men
and women strong and healthy. Burdock Blood Bitters. At any drug store.

Two
Dyspeptics

Proposals for two brick buildings
and sewer extension. Department of
the Interior, office of India Affairs,
Washington, D. C, July 14, 1905. Sealed proposals Indorsed "Proposals for
Buildings, etc., Santa Fe, N. M.," and
addressed to the Commissioner of Indian Affairs, Washington, D. C, will
be received at the Indian office until
2 o'clock p. m., of Tuesday, August 22,
1905, for furnishing and delivering the
necessary materials and labor requir
ed to construct and complete a dormi
tory and a lavatory, both of brick,
with plumbing, steam heat and electric light and an extension of the sewer
system, at the Santa Fe school, N. M.,
In strict accordance with the plans,
specifications and instructions to bid'
dors, which may be examined at this
office, the offices of the "Improvement
Bulletin, Minneapolis, Minn, the Con
struction News. Chicago, 111., the New
Mexican, Santa Fe, N, M.; The Citizen.
Albuquerque, N. M., the Republican,
Denver. Colo., the Journal, Kansas
City, Mo., and the Arizona Republican,
Phoenix. Arizona, the Builders and
Traders Exchanges at Omaha, Mllwau
kee. St. Paul, and Minneapolis, the
Northwestern Manufacturers' Association. St. Paul. Minn., the Board of
Trade, Durango, Colo., the U. S. In
dian Warehouses. 265 South Canal
St, Chicago, 111., 602 South Seventh
St- - St Louis. Mo.. 815 Howard Ht,
Omaha, Nebr., and 119 Wooster St.,
New York City, and at the school. For
further Information apply to Clinton
J. Crandall, Santa Fe, N. M. C. F,
Larrabee, acting commissioner.
Rev. F. E. Shult, pastor of the Meth'
odist church at Woodhhl, 111., and pres
ident of the Rock Island district of the
Epworth League, was a visitor in
Santa Fe yesterday morning. Rev.
Shult attended the Epworth League
convention recently held In Denver,
and before returning to his eastern
home, will visit other places in the

west

Bernalillo County Refunding Bonds.
Notice is given that the board of
county commissioners of Bernalillo
county, New Mexico, will .receive
sealed bids up to 12 o clock noon, on
July 24, 1905, for seventy thousand.
four hundred dollars, ($70,400), of re
funding bonds, bearing not more than
per cent interest, to be dated July
1905, subject to call after twenty
years, and payable thirty years from
their date. Each bid should be accompanied by a certified check for $1,000
as a guarantee that the bonds will be
taken If bid Is accepted. Full informa- lon can be had upon application to
he clerk of the board. By order of
board.
JAMES A. SUMMERS,
Clerk.
Albuquerque, N. M., July 7, 1906.

fat it is because your food
Mr. and Mrs. H. C. Robinson, of
New York, stopped over a day at Santa turns to fat Instead of muscle strength.
Fe, and passed through the city last If you are too lean the fat producing foods
that you eat are not properly digested and
night for the Pacific coast
assimilated.
Lean, thin, stringy people do not have
A Smooth Article.
enough Pepsin in the stomach, while fat
When you want a pleasant laxative people have too much Pepsin and not
that It eaxy to take and certain to act, enough Pancreatine.
use Chamberlain's Stomach and Liver
Tablets. For sale by all dealers.

PROFESSIONAL

Dr. O. W. Harrison, who was at
Santa Fe yesterday on business, returned to the city last night.
"I suffered for months from sore
throat. Electric Oil cured me in twenty-four
hours." M. S. Gist, Hawesvillo,
Ky.

Attorney Felix Lt'ster was a passenger for Bernalillo this morning, v. heie
he spent tho clay on legal business.

""GOLDEN

Kodol
Dyspepsia

Cure

STATE LIMITED"
THE MOST PERFECTLY APPOINTConstipation.
You will like it
ED TRAIN IN AMERICA.
popularity
In view of the lnci eased
Digests
DHALER LN
of trains numbered 43 and 44, more
stomach,
rebuilds
Rests
the
the
as
faniiliarlv known
the
tissues and gives firm flesh.
"GOLDEN STATE LIMITED,"
to continue this
decided
been
t has
Groceries, Cigars and Tobacco, an
DuUw bolU. bol4 8l
rr.pixl l U. L.b-transcontinental service UMHmkuttl
rain In
All Kinds of Fresh Meat
O.IXWIX
.rtorrII
broughout the season, lustead of disNo. 100 North Broadway.
continuing the same with the close of
Corner Washington Avenue.
,
winter tourist travel, as formerly.
Albuquerque,
New Mexlee
Citizen als bring results.
This train, consisting of buffet library
rar, standard and tourist sleepers, between Chicago, Loa Angeles, Santa
Barbara and San Francisco, will be
operated daily, on the. same schedule
is effective during tbe'wlnter months.
It will be noted thai these schedules
afford the quickest time between
points in California, Arizona, New
.
ins veritaniedraironof
It lrv.
more ihical wrecks thau ptuutblf auy
Mexico, Texas, and the entire southothtr uue ,TiZ
west, and Kansas City, St. Louis, ChiWHY? blD..y
the
Indication
Of t i,e itumdy t;,a t w. rj u u.'ialW Brt
cago, Cincinnati, Pittsburg, Buffalo,
scwurgoU
with
quinine, ot mat d.Ml'.y minoral-culouWashington, Philadelphia, New York,
Do
Don'
Drgrou.
It
Isn't
at
all
Botiton.and all points east.
nectowiy utnur. We
KLmntx
Your li!eral patronage the last few
months has assured the popularity of
this traln.and In an endeavor to fur-he-r
o iutut tod rotakinti.t cl Hi hit form of
nut.. . .-serve you it has been decided to
not discontinue this service, as has
Crr,-Uiuliver. kj.lu., .u.l .t..uJuhtn0ul;
been customary.
of your
Soliciting a continuance
patronage, I am very truly yours,
A. N. BROWN,
General Passenger Agent, Kl Paso &
w
Northeastern System, El Paso, Tex.
in I'

What You Eat

Pfl.

ORAGOiE

General Merchandise
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HERBINE
iel.
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ALBUQUERQUE

E. KRAFT.

Dental 8urgeon.
Rooms 15 and 16 Grant block, over
the Golden Rule Dry Oooda Company.
Both phones. Appointments made by
mail.
Edmund J. Alger,

D. D.

8.

No. KM RaUroad avenue Offioe hours
:S0 a. m. to 12:80 p. m.; 1:30 p. m. to 6
p. m. Telephone 462. Appointments made
oy man.

jj

Fresh Meats and Sausages i

A Specially Fine Line
jj

UNION

C

207 West Gold Aveune

PLUMBERS

;5

TINNERS

4th Street and Railroad Avenue

f

MARKET

HARDWARE GO.

C

BOTH RHONKB

n
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LAWYERS.
Bernard 8. Rodey.
Albuquerque,
Prompt attention given to all
business pertaining- - to the profession.
Will practice In ail courts of the territory and before the United States land
ATTORNBI-AT-LA-

N. PEACH

N. M.

TOOLS

& CO.

Room 43 Barnett Building.

STAR RETT'S MACHINIST TOOLS

REAL ESTATE

onioe.

ATKINS SAWS
STANLEY PLANES
JENNINGS eV IRWIN BITS
MAY DOLE HAMMERS

We have bargain In vacant lots and
Ira
improved property. It will pay you to
ATTORNEY-XT-LAS3 W street N.
see ns oeiore mating; purchases All
W Washing-ton- ,
Pensions, lands,
patents, copyrights,i. carta ts, letter pat- business Intrusted to us wlir receive
prompt attention
ents, trade marks, claims.
M. Bond.

R. W. D. Bryan.
Albuquerque,
N. M. Offloe, First, national Bank build-n-

CLARKVILLE

ATTORNEY-AT-LA-

,,

s.

Offloe

N. M.

Crom-

John H. 8tlngle.

Sporting Goods

GO

AND FEED
Wholesale end Retail.
HIDES, PELT8 AND WOOL.

RIFLES
WINCHESTER RIFLES
WINCHESTER SHOT GUNS
COLTS REVOLVERS
SMITH A WESSON REVOLVERS
AMMUNITION, ALL KINDS
SAVAGE

J. B. McMANU8, Manager.
602 8outh First Street Both Phones

Suite 16, N.
building, Albuquerque, N. M.

ATTORNEY-AT-LA-

lArmljo

PRODUCE

HAY, GRAIN

v

E. W. Dobson.
ATTORNEY-AT-LAW-

well block, Albiiaaerque,

A. E. WALKER,
riftm

ARCHITECTS.

INSURANCE.

Secretary Mutual Building Assorts
F. W. 8pencer.
tlon. Office at I. O. Baldrldge's
Rooms M7 Barnett building;, Albuquer-lu- e,
N. It. AutomaUo 'phone U6.
bumber Tard
V. O. Walllngford.

Room 2, First National Bank Building, Albuquerque, New Mexico.
CONTRACTOR

4

BUILDER.

HARNESS

PAINTS,

Palmetto Roof Paint stops all
leaks.
One gallon Devoes' Pslnt covers
300 square feet two coats.

PHYSICIANS.

Dr. J. E. Bronson.
Homeopathic Physician.
Whiting Block.
Room 17.
CLAIRVOYANT.
Mrs. Alice Coburn

clair

Hay-war-

voyant and business medium, 120
South Arno street. Office hours: 10
to 2 dally. Evenings and Sundays by

appointment

LEATHER,

have Review Classes for teachers' cer
tificates, high school, graded school,
and Spanish courses. Opens Monday,

HARNESS,

SADDLES,

ETC.

409 W. RAILROAD AVE

ALBUQUERQUE HARDWARE GO.

W.LTrimble&Cc
LIVERY, SALE. FEED AND

TRANSFER

STABLES.
Horses and Mules bought and exchang- ed. Address W. I Trimble & Co.,
Albuquerque, New Mexico.
BEST TURNOUTS IN
THE CITY.
SECOND

8UMMER SCHOOL.
Of Albuquerquo Business College.
In addition to regular work we will

SADDLES

MEN'S SADDLES
LADIES' 8ADDLES
BOYS' 8ADDLE8
TEAM HARNE88
BUGGY HARNESS
BRIDLES, WHIPS
8TRAP WORK, ETC, ETC.

OILS, VARNISHES AND BRUSHES

A. L, Morgan.

C. H. Conner, M. D., D. O.
Osteopathic physician and surgeon.
President New Mexico Board ot Osteopathy.
successfully
All
diseases
treated. Oflllce Barnett building.
Hours, 9 to 2 and 2 to 4. Both tele
phones. Sundays by appointment

AND

Thos. F. Keleher

CONTRACTOR AND BUILDER Esti
mates cheerfully furnished; Job work solicited. Automatic 'Dhone 724: Bhon sil
North beeond street Albuquerque, N. M.

If you are too

Walter M. Danburg, formerly of
Santa Fe and Las Cruces, has been
ppolnted a justice of the peace in
precinct, San Juan
the Farmlngton
county.
natty may be
A plensant surprise
riven to your stomach and liver by
taking a medicine which will relieve
their pain and dlaoomfort, vis: Dr.
Kind's New Life Pills. They are a most
sure relief
wonderful remedy, BfTnrdln
and cure for headache, dizziness and
25c at all druggists.
constipation.
The Pecos Valley Echo states that
there are eenough artesian wells in
the Pecos Valley in a radius of ten
contains all the digestive juices that are miles of Dayton, to irrigate 100,000
found in a healthy stomach, and In acres of land, If properly handled.
exactly those proportions necessary to
Itchiness
of the skin, horrible
enable the stomach and digestive organs
to digest and assimilate all foods that may plague. Most everybody afflicted in
Only one safe,
be eaten. Kodol is not enly a perfect one way or another.
digsstant but it is a reconstructive, tis- never falling cure, Doan's Ointment.
sue building tonio as well. Kodol cures At any drug store, 60 cents.
Indigestion, Dyspepsia, Sour Stomach,
Heartburn, Palpitation of the Heart and

J.

DR.

CARDS

STREET.

BETWEEN

x x xm

m

Furniture
AND

RAILROAD

AND COPPER AVENUES.

Toti & Gradi,

Crockery

w
m

Dealers In
GROCERIES,
PROVISIONS,
HAY,
m
verything Needs
UKAin AND FUEL.
Ten weeks for $10. for any course.
K
For further particulars address
About
the House.
Fine Line of Imported Wines, Liquors
RAMSAY 4 ALLMAN,
ana cigars.. Place your orders
Gleckler Block, Corner Fourth street
for this line with us.
BORRADAILE & CO., 117 COLD AVENUE.
and1 Gold Avenue,
213215-21NORTH
THIRD
8TREET.
Spanish Classes.
The Spanish classes In the Business
college are in charge of Prof. A.
Montoya, and begin at 9 a. m. All
who are desirous of studying Spanish
should enroll at once. For particulars
The buyer of a CIIICKEItlNO PIANO can never have any regrets
call on or address A. Montoya, or
over hia purchase, for he will never find a Piano of another make that will
O. S. Kamsay, Gleckler block, corner
compare
In
tone with the one he has.
of Fourth street and Gold avenue.
To be sure they coat a little mo e than other good Pianos, but that
Is
tho Inevitable result when you get the beat.
MRS, C. GRANNIS.
OFFICE AND FACTORY
Invites you to Inspect her fine lino
412 West Copper Avenue
of fancy goods, llarilanger, French
and wool embroideries, Catteuburg
and crocheted goods, sofa pillows, tea
WE ARE SCLE AGENTS FOR THE CIIICKERING
cloths, collars and cuffs and Dattcn-burpatterns,
baby caps, Afghans
Phones, Auto 108; Colo. Black 265.
and opera bhawls, lalies' fine under
wear made to order and children's
clothing a speciality. Room 28, Har(Kasy Payments)
nett building, Albuquer'iue, N. M.

June

12.

mxxmmxmmmxxmKW
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A, W. UAYDEN

Chickermg

Contractoraml .Builder

g

Pianos

ALliUQUEiMUE.N.M.

WHITSON MUSIC CO.

Commercial

KILL the COUCH

CURE the LUNGS

ND

WITH

Dr. King'

rONSUIHPTION
0UGHS and
OLDS

0HORT OBDmTfta.

PRICta REASONABLE

21 MEALS $4.50

Pries

0o ft $1.00
Free Trial.

tiuresi and UuimBt Cure for all
THKOAT and LUNG TaOUB-IXor MONE1 BACK.

MEALS AT ALL HOURS
QUICK ftCRVICK.

now Discovery
FOR

Hotel

S,

(Opposite The Alvarailo)
Can secure rooms by the Month,
Week or Night.

107
R.

SOUTH

FIRST

We are now prepared to figure on cement walks. We use first
clsss material and employ competent workmen which Justifies us In giving you a positive guarantee. Our prices will
compare favorably with responsible competition.

STREET

pugcettiIl giacomew,
Proprietor

CEMENT SIDEWALKS

LAUGilLIN

HYDRAULIC

STONE COMPANY
AUTOMATIC PHONE 711

ALBUQUERQUE

PAGE EIGHT.

Local and
Personal
Fair in western portion; local thunder showers in east portion tonight
and Friday.

and

OXFORDS

No.
No.
No.
No.

SLIPPERS
you feel comfortable and you
will enjoy the hot weather. Our Low
Shoet will do It
They are cool, and give rest at
every point, let the breezes about your
ankles and give pleasure.
The prices we quote speak for themselves:
$1.50 to $3.50

Women's Dress Slippers $2.00 to $3.00
Women's House Slippers $1.10 to $1.75
Men's Oxfords
Men's House Slippers

1, from
7, fiom
8, from
2, from

the east, 7:30 p.
the east, 10:30 p.
the went, 6:45 p.
the west, 7:65 a.

m.

$1.75 to $3.50
$1.25 to $2.50

school.

DEPENDABLE FOOD
PRODUCTS.
Are those that have stood the test
of practical experience. In this respect the groceries we sell are above
even the breath of suspicion. No
brand that Is at all questionable In
quality can find a place In our store.
Patrons favoring us with their ordersg
can depend on lis absolutely for
the best In quality, the
best In flavor and the best In
furn-lnshln-

F. F. TROTTER
I

Not.

118

and

120

South Second

St

HAS A GREAT REPUTATION.
The Clarkvllle coal we sell princi-J:y- ,
like the Father of His Country.
a reputation second to none, and
Us
you know, If you've tried it, that It's'
the best ever burned. Its freedom
qualfrom Impurities, Its
ities and our fairness as to weight and
delivery, entitle us to your patronage.
Remember we guarantee 2,000 pounds
absolutely In every ton leaving our
yard. We also handle all kind of
mill wood, mountain wood and kind-l- b
free-burnin- g

John S. Beayen

Last night In Odd Fellows' hall, Excelsior lodge, Degree of Honor, gave a
very enjoyable dance. Music was furnished by an oichestra and a large
nunilxT of members and their friends
were present.
Ira B. Bennett, formerly manager
of the American Lumber company in
tnis city, but who Is now engaged In
the wholesale lumber business In San
Francisco, Cal.. passed through the
city last night en route to Chicago.
J. A. Weinman, proprietor and manager of the Golden Rule dry goods
store, leaves tomorrow night for New
York and other eastern centra, to
purchase the fall stock for Ills big establishment in this city.
J. A. Beal, of the reportorlal staff
of the Evening Citizen, who lias been
spending a few weeks at the various
California coast resorts, has gone to
Portland, Ore., where he will spend
a couple of weeks taking In the sights
at the exposition,
Charles Blngeman, who Is In the
stationery business at Needles, came
In from the west last night, and called
at this office this morning. He Is
pretty badly wrecked from the rheu-- t
matism, and will probably leave
morrow morning for the Jemez and
Sulphur hot springs.
Hon. Neill B. Field, the well known
attoiney, who returned last night
from his summer camp on the upper
Rio Pecos, says Ashing Is good, and
reports Mrs. Field and her party
hugely enjoying their outing. Mr.
Field will remain here a few days attending to some legal matters, after
which he will return to the Pecos
country. '

The Delights of a

Summer Resort
1

M

When yon go to a summer resort, one of the chief delights are
the wide, cool, cozy verandas where
you can sit in the shade and enjoy
a cool, delightful breeze.

sllf

You are especially requested to
the Vudor Exhibit In our
shade department

LINOLEUM,

DINNER WARE,

Corner Second and Copper Ave.

EVER ITT,

Subscribe for The Citizen
...MID-SUMMER-

SANTA FE OFFICIALS WILL
ARRIVE FROM EAST TONIGHT

General Superintendent R. J. Parker
of La Junta, accompanied by other
high officials of the Santa Fe, will arrive in the city at 6 o'clock this evening from the east. They are on an official inspection trip of the Rio Grande
division and will leave on No. 27 for
San Marcial, where tomorrow morning
they will make a trip to Silver City.
Trainmaster F. H. Smith, of San Marcial, will meet the party here and
accompany them to San Marcial.

Sal

ng

Ever Conducted In the Two
'

J

..OUR GREEN TAG SALE..
Has been a wonderful success; more people have taken advantage
of the remarkable bargains offered than ever before, and each
and every one of them have expressed themselves as more than
satisfied with their 'purchases.
To end this week up with a cracker-Jacbusiness:
SPECIAL 25c for any pair of Suspenders In the store, worth up

to

$1.

SPECIAL 50c for any Mother's Friend Waist in the store, worth
up to 90c.
8PECIAI 30c for any
d
Tie in the store, worth up
Four-In-Han-

to

$1.

SPECIAI

35c for any Fancy Belt In the store, worth up

SPECIAL

15c for any Bow Tie In

SPECIAL

25c for any Boy's Straw

8PEC1AL

Four for 25c, for Hosiery, worth

8PECIAL

15c for Fancy Hosiery, worth 25c pair.

to

75c.

the store, worth up to

25c.

Hat

In

the store, worth 60c
2

pairs for 25c.

SIMON STERN
THE RAILROAD AVENUE CLOTHIER

Steam and Hot Water Heating
Call
and Examine the BEATIFUL GOODS Dlsplayeo
In Our Sample Rooms

Wholesale and Retail Hardware

Farm Implements, Pumps, Pipe and Fittings
HOSE, Belting, Packing, Engines, Boilers, Steam Pumps

Harness, Saddles, Leather,
Ranch Supplies
....WRITE FOR PRICES....

...Largest Stock in the Southwest...
1

17

South rirat Street

401-40-

any
are
and
our

RAILROAD AVENUE

North

3

Serious Rioting in Spain.
Madrid, July 20. Serious disorders
have occurred at Seville and Salamanca arising out of the general distress.
Four hundred farm laborers Invaded
Seville, looted the bakeries and shops
and committed other depredations, until dispersed by a strong force of police. A mob stormed the city hall at
Salamanca, broke into the building
and sacked it. A member of the municipal council fleeing from the rioters
Jumped from a window and was killed.
The picture machine will operate
tonight for the first time at the Casino, and some beautiful illustrated
songs will be sung.

Leading Jeweler,

TTT

Flrt Street

J

Screen Doors.
Just received a carload of screen
doors, all sizes and new designs.
Call on ua for Lumber, Glass, Paints,
.

.

Oils

Cement Also
FLINTKOTE ROOFING.
and

for

ALBUQUERQUE LUMBER

REX

GO.

Successor to John A. Lee.
First and Marquette.

J, POST

'The Albuquerque Transfer Co.
handles any old thing. Call at
T No. 110
Wet Gold avenue. Au-tomatlc pbone 3tiB. Bell 'phone
S 155 black.

f

T

The Fuehr

Undertaking Company,
Beth

SALE

WHOLESALE

RETAIL
HARVESTING MACHINES
Aprents for

Store will close Saturdays at

12

o'clock

Colt's Revolvers
and Automatic Pistols
Winchester Rifles
Shotguns.Ammunition

Jiff..

"Come Again19 Quality

during July and August

at

Mowers and Repairs

"Come Again" Prices

...HARDWARE...

DEERINC
and reopen 6 p. m.

Studebaker

Binders, Tedders.

t

Reapers, Hay Rakes

Discount

and Headers.

Co,

lit S. Soeoaa

St.

Mcintosh

Colorado Pbono 197

Autornatlo 'Phono 188.

Invite you to come In. When you get In
we will show you other things of the

Washbtti n

Wm.

0

A Fuehr,

307 West Railroad Aveaai.
Oai or Night
'Phones.

...

Proprietors- -

CHAS. F. MYERS- -

an Interesting place this week. We are
exhibiting Summer Suits at prices that

Won Cold Avo.

Value-Givi-

DON'T FORGET

Is

20

Ends the Greatest
Territories.

...PLSJHtfllBBIrH.ana

Watches, Jewelry and Silverware

Successors to Edward

119

1

to you at
Diamond arc always in order. We can talk Diamond
time. They are an investment, and a good investment at the price we
telling them. We have ome exquisite Diamond Brooch, Solitaire Ring
Studs, and we are really selling them very, very cheap. Take a look in
store and price them.

with nerfert privacy. wbHeripwrne thejwM-ern-bYou can alto have Vudor W indow
Shades adiuaied to your windowa, where
they will let in the cool breete and keep
out the heat of the aummer tun. " hey
are especially commended tor Dimcrie
and living rooms.
Vudor Porrh Shades cost from ft 56 np.
They are made in different color to harmonise with the woodwork of your borne.

0. W. STRONG'S SONS

GREAT

e

DIAMONDS

9ucor
1
PorcH Shades

view

UGS, FURNITURE,

25 Ounces for 25 cents

e

EXTRA.
Tonlcht at the Casino, beautiful il
lustrated tongs will be sung by the
Wade Opera company between acts
you
tonlgfit
If
Go to the Casino
want to see the new picture machine
IVES, THE FLORIST.
work. Beautiful, Illustrated songs beFresh Cut Flowers.
tween acts, will be a feature of the
DYE WORKS
STEAM
CLEANING
evening.'
The Albuquerque Steam Dye Works,
Citizen ads bring results.
Just started at No. ZuB west saver
avenue, across from the poatofflce, Is
Don't try to get along for the rest now ready for business. Dyeing of all
of the summer without that pair of kinds of gentlemen and ladles' apparel
low shoes you had decided to pur- anil work ffiia.ra.nteed to be first Class.
chase. You will lose more in comfort aIho hntn rleaned and blocked. Send
and satisfaction than the equivalent postal card and calls will be made for
of the small amount of money it work.
M'lLROY & DELEON,
takes to buy them at C. May's shoe
Proprietors
stove, 314 Wfest Railroad avenue.

You can make ynur own porch ai coxy
and comlortahlr, by shutting out the sun
with Vudor Shade. They let in the breetc
and keep out the heat. They practically
add another room to your house th
pleasant est room of all duripr the heated
tea son. You cm altvb luncheon or Ua
on a porch lilted with

Monday, July 24th I

Baking Powder

-

Both phones.

ml

K

WIDELY IMITATED

m.
m.
m.

Miss Helen Gibson has gone to the
Grand Canyon for a short visit.
James D. Lucas, the mine expert
of Cerrilloa, was In the city today.
Mrs. A. P. Hill of this city, la on a
visit to her parents, Mr. and Mrs. E.
Lucero, at Santa Fe.
Postoffice Inspector A. P. Sniltb-er- s
went to El Paso las,. night to look
after official business.
Miss E. Peach, of Belen, was the
guest of Albuquerque friends today.
F. C. Jolce of Socorro, was an Albuquerque visitor today.
Mrs. A. V. Skinner, accompanied by
her children, left this morning for
CreeUe, Colo., where she was called
by the serious Illness of her father.
Registrar F. E. Lester, of the College of Agriculture
and Mechanic
Arts, at Mesllla Park, arrived In Albuquerque from the south this morning and will spend seveial days here
on
business connected
with the

Make

Women's Oxfords

OF TRAINS.

THUR8DAY, JULY 20, 1905.

U, S. 8. Hough, proprietor of the
Southwestern Emp oyment agency, received a telegram this morning from
his brother, J. C. Hough, at French-towN. J. stating that their mother
was dangerously 111. The lady is about
79 years old.
John Sob s, sued 40 years, a health
seeker, who came here six weeks ago
from Omaha. Neb., died at his apait-ment- s
In the Highlands early this
morning.' The funeral will be 'neld
IS
from the Fuehr undertaking parlors
tomorrow morning and burial will be
in Falrvlew cemetery.
The family of J. E. Haines, who'
have been enjoying an outing In the
upper Pecos country, returned to the
city last nlht. Mr. Haines Is expectWhat better proof of itr
ed to reach homo this evening.
Smith,
of the Rio being a good thing?
Taainmastt r F. H.
Bo sura
Grande division, was in the city from
you
get
genuine.
the
busiattending
today,
to
San Marcial
ness connected with his department.)
J. H. Holman, an engineer on the
sysBisbee line of the Phelps-Dodgtem, Is In the city to enjoy a few
8AVH TUB COUPONS
weeks with his family. "Mose" Holman, as be is more famlliaily known
In these parts, was for many years an KILLED HIMSELF ON
engineer on the Santa Fe Pacific. He
ACCOUNT OF ILL HEALTH
says Bisbee and other mining towns,
syndicate
In which the Phelps-DodgRobert Alexander, for many years
Is Interested, are growing rapidly, and
everybody seems to be making plenty one of the most Dromlnent men In
western Missouri, where he had!
of money.
served as a deputy United States'
marshal and as a member of the Kan-BASEBALL TOURNAMENT
sas City police force, committed sui
AT TERRITORIAL FAIR cide at Las Vegas yesterday, because
of ill health.
Alexander came to New Mexico sev
La't night, owing to absent members and others who had forgotten to eral months ago, suffering with conattend, the meeting of the executive sumption In its advanced stages.
committee of the territorial fair failed After brooding over his condition for
of purpose, there being no quorum. several days, he determined to kill
Two members of the committee, how- himself, rather than die a Blow death.
ever, were present, and they talked After closing up his earthly affairs,
over the question of a base ball tour- he plunged headfirst into a cooling
nament: at the fair. It was suggested tank at the Las Vegas hot springs.
bis lifeless body was found a
that a purse of $1,750 be given for where
the tournament, to be divided Into four few hours later.
monies namely: First prize, $800; secSubscribe for The Citizen and get
ond, $500; third, $300, and fourth $150.
No entry fee to be charged, and limit- the news.
ed to New Mexico, Arizona, El Paso
FEE'S SUMMER TAFFY AT WAL
and Trinidad, with only one team from TON'S DRUG STORE ONLY.
resida town. All players must have
ed in New Mexico, Arizona, El Paso
and Trinidad on and after August 15.
No entries will be accepted after September 1. No action was taken on
these suggestions, the two members
present concluding to submit the full
proposition to another called meeting
of the executive committee, or to
await the return to the city of President Oreer and Secretary Sellers. The
latter is expected to reach the city
Sunday morning.
n,

WEATHER INDICATIONS.

ARRIVAL

CITIZEN.

EVENING

Wagons

Wiss Scissors
and Shears
Eclipse Wind Mills

.WRITE FOR PRICKS.
Mail Crders Solicited

and Promptly Filled

Albuquerque, New Mexico,

